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Sammanfattning

Schenker AB – är en av de ledande internationella leverantörerna av integrerade
logistikslösningar. Schenker AB erbjuder allt från landtransporter och internationella sjö- och
flygfrakter, till konsulttjänster och lager- och logistiklösningar.

Bakgrunden till detta arbete är att Schenker AB beslutade att effektivisera sina inköps och
leverantörsreskontra processer genom en förstudie. Anledningen bakom projektet är den
resurskrävande interna administration kring avrop och inkommande leverantörsfakturor.

Syftet med uppsatsen är att utreda hur man kan vidareutveckla P2P projektet (från behov till
betalning) Baserat på inhämtat kunskap internt såväl som externt rekommendera en lösning
som syftar till att effektivisera hela processen.

För att besvara problemställningarna och uppnå uppsatsen syfte används både en kvalitativ
och en kvantitativ metod.

Den teoretiska referensramen innehåller teorier om evolutionen av modern handel som ger en
bra grund och förståelse för hur informations teknologi ökar möjligheter genom att
effektivisera affärsprocesserna. Jag jämför också teorier mellan traditionellt inköp och
fakturahantering med det nya e-inköp och e-fakturering.

Studiens resultat visar att automatisk matchning mellan order och faktura är nödvändig för att
etablera en högre service nivå för Schenkers Centrala inköp och Leverantörsreskontra.
Huvudorsaken för att Schenker ska automatisera inköps och Leverantörsfaktura processen är
för att främja tillväxt, reducera transaktionskostnader och förbättra tjänster. Repetitiva,
manuella, tråkiga arbetsuppgifter kan undvikas helt genom att gå från den traditionella faktura
hanteringsprocessen till e-faktura där hela kedjan från behov till betalning kan användas.

Huvuduppgiften och min rekommendation är att använda Visma/Proceedo ”fullt ut” för att
effektivisera P2P processen. För att kunna använda Visma/Proceedo ”fullt ut” måste systemet
bli självutvecklande, och inte längre uppfattas som endast ett Centralt inköpssystem.



Abstract

Schenker AB – Schenker is one of the leading international providers of integrated logistics
services. Schenker provides support to trade and industry in both domestic and international
exchange of goods, in land transport, in worldwide air and sea freight and in all the associated
logistics services.

The background to this work was that Schenker Sweden decided to improve its processes for
purchase and invoice handling through a study.  The reason for the project’s start was that the
internal administration around purchases and supplier invoice processing is resource-
intensive.

The purpose with this study is to investigate how to further develop the P2P concept (from
purchase to payment). Based on the obtained knowledge it should recommend a solution that
makes the process more efficient.

To be able to answer the issues raised by the problem areas and achieve the study’s purpose, I
used both a qualitative and quantitative method.

The frame of reference contains theories about the evolution of modern business that gives
one good basis and understanding about how e-Commerce increases opportunity and helps
make business processes effective. I also compare the theories of traditional purchase and
invoicing with the new e-purchase and e-Invoicing.

The study’s results show that automation between order and invoice is necessary to establish a
higher service level at Schenker’s Central Procurement and Accounts Payable. The main
reason for Schenker to automate the purchase and invoice processes is to accommodate
growth, reduce transaction costs and improve services. Repetitive, manual and tedious tasks
can be eliminated by going from the traditional invoice handling process to e-Invoice where
the whole chain, from needs to payment, can be used.

The principal objective and my recommendation is to “fully-use” the Visma/Proceedo system
to streamline the P2P-process. To “Fully-use” means that Visma/Proceedo has to gradually
become self-developed and no longer be seen as the Central Procurement department’s
system only.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
This first chapter is an introduction to the subject. I start by providing some background
information followed by a discussion about P2P and what this means. Furthermore, I present the
project and the project’s purpose and I introduce Schenker, the company that commissioned the
master thesis, as well as its business concept and vision. I close the chapter with the study’s
delimitation and perspectives.

1. Background

Information Technologies are only at the beginning of their development. But just as with other
technologies, once accepted and broadly adopted, their usage will expand exponentially.
Information Technology is by far the most important enabler and facilitator in today’s business
arena. Information technology is changing the shape of competition, the dynamics of the
relationship, the speed of fulfillment and the nature of leadership. (Mattsson, 2000, Neef 2001,
Kalakota & Robinson, 2001)

Yesterday, we built databases to support business process. Today, we seek to build processes
from existing databases. This means that business processes become closely related to IT-use,
and also that use of IT can be an important part of business development. (Nordström et al, 2000)

Automated business processes play an increasingly important role for Schenker and provide
greater possibilities to conduct activities in a cost effective and competitive manner. As part of
this development, Schenker Ltd has actively worked since 2001 with introducing e-Commerce
(e-purchasing) and e-Invoice. Schenker has already streamlined its purchase and invoice process
by introducing scanning and electronic processing of scanned supplier invoices and now wants to
proceed further and create a straight through electronic process.

1.1 What does P2P mean?

In purchasing and supply management, P2P is an acronym for "procure to pay" or "purchase to
payment." P2P is the ultimate multifunctional process, cutting across users (requisitions and
desktop buying), sourcing (deal making to reduce cost or increase value), departments/ functions
(Finance and Accounting, money tracking and funds transfer; Accounts Payable, paying bills;
Human Resources and Internal Controls, setting/enforcing policies), and ultimately the suppliers
themselves (to "make it all happen" in the real world). (Smock et al, 2007)
For P2P to work, purchasing and Accounts Payable must overcome differences to seamlessly
create an efficient and effective process. Accounts Payable and purchasing must work well
together. The key to efficiency is to minimize the number of “touches” along the invoice
journey, e-Invoice instead of paper. (ibid)

Automating Accounts Payable processes significantly reduces the effort required to approve an
invoice for payment. Implementing technologies such as imaging, electronic invoicing and
automated workflow, help eliminate the manual matching process. As invoices are approved
automatically, Accounts Payable's main responsibility is no longer invoice handling, but
exception handling. In many companies Accounts Payable and purchasing are in separate silos
with unaligned policies, and often fail to communicate effectively with each other. Procure-to-



pay solutions are available to bridge the gap between purchasing and Accounts Payable and
automate the transaction process. (ibid)

1.1.1 The P2P - project

In spring 2008, Schenker Sweden has decided to improve its processes for invoice handling
through a study.  The reason for the project’s start was that the internal administration around
purchases and supplier invoice processing is resource-intensive. The greatest needs in the
purchase are within the area of suborder support. A reason is to coordinate and facilitate
suborders within the own organization. A degree of central coordination is available today at
Schenker. However, many of the suborders take place locally with many potential users.
Consequently, coordination would create more favorable conditions while contributing to an
increased use of existing agreements. Invoice management process is a time-consuming, labor-
intensive process with high risk for errors that almost begs to be automated. By linking these two
processes, Schenker would achieve even better results.

Schenker Sweden companies manage today approximately 560 000 Supplier invoices. The
managing of these invoices is different for both process and systems support. There are primarily
six defined invoice workflows:
-  Papers invoice flow
-  Scanned invoice in SAP/R3/EIH
-  Scanned invoices in Baltzar
-  EDI-invoices in Proceedo
-  EDI-invoices in CIEL
-  EDI-invoices in SAP/R3
In addition to these six workflows, there are more systems that can be used to relate the cost to
right cost carrier/cost centers.
Principally, systems for cost allocation are represented by:
-  CIEL – Cross border application
-  Procars – Air & Ocean
-  SAP/R3 – Below Gross Profit and domestic production

1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this study is to investigate how to further develop the P2P concept (from
purchase to payment). Based on the obtained knowledge it should recommend a solution that
makes the process more efficient.
To succeed with the investigation, both purchase and account payable processes must be charted
and put into perspective to how these activities work today.
The study should also deliver a Cost/Income analysis for the recommended solution, which is to
be compared with today’s managing of the P2P processes.

1.2.1 The Project targets

• Complete analysis of today’s workflows, described above, along with their respective
system process.

• Clear recommendation of future solution for P2P, with Risk and Cost/Income analysis.



1.3 Problem discussion

• How to create rational purchase-to-pay processes across organizational departments?
• How to standardize processes in an environment with several system solutions to achieve

greater efficiency?

1.3.1 Scope/Limitation
The study includes the Schenker companies in Sweden that today use SAP/R3: Schenker AB,
Schenker Logistics AB, Schenker Åkeri AB, Schenker Consulting AB and Schenker North AB.
Railog AB resides after the summer of 2008 and shall also enter into the study.
Future solution proposals shall be based on the fact that the SAP/R3, CIEL and Procars are
utilized for allocation of costs on units above Gross Profit.
No limit in regard to system support for workflow of order-/purchase system exists. Thereof, an
adaption and/or further development of an existing system are suggested.

1.3.2 Interested parties
• Buyers of the study and operative units within the respective corporation.
• Co-workers within the P2P process, both central and local.
• Other interested parties are Schenker Norway, Schenker UK and Schenker Ireland.

1.3.3 Project participants
• Co-workers, both central and local within Schenker, with participation in the P2P process. The
project will be represented by:
• Schenker AB,
• Accounts Payable,
• The Central Purchase,
• Business and economic system,
• Districts Air & Ocean, Logistics and Schenker Åkeri, which will also have participants in the
project.

1.3.4 Theoretical and practical relevance
The P2P project strives to highlight the whole P2P process – from purchase to payment.
Installing new technology can be simple. However, extracting the maximum benefit from the
new or already implemented system involves complex management, organizational and
behavioral changes. The results of research can be an information source for Schenker. In theory,
it means that this thesis should create an understating of the change in the existing processes,
manual and expensive, the possibilities offered by the system supplier and the positive effects
that will result from a more automated and standardized workflow.

1.3.5 Central concepts in the study
Common recurring concepts through the study are explained here:

• Process
• Procurement
• Purchasing
• E-Procurement
• EDI
• EIH
• On-demand
• Virtual printer



• VAN-supplier

Process A process is a series of actions or operations that transform a set of inputs into pre-
defined outputs. If computerized, a process is often an instance of a program performing a task.
It may contain a set of activities, data, and associated information.

Procurement
It can mean both the act of finding and selecting a supplier, as well as the act or process of
ordering and buying necessary commodities. In the UK, procurement has a stricter definition and
means the act or process of ordering and buying.

Purchasing
General term that covers all activities connected with sourcing and procurement.

E-Procurement
The act of acquiring/procuring/purchasing via an electronic format.

EDI
Electronic Data Interchange. The transmission of trade documents electronically using
standardized formatting

EIH- system

Electronically Invoice Handling EIH-system for the internal workflow (distribution, reviewing,
accounting, authorization and control) with help of IT

On-demand

On-demand means that a software application drifts off the supplier and is been delivered to the
members via the Internet. The client does not pay in order to possess the software without in
order to use a service. The client gets same access to the software application that at the
traditional set-up with licenses and own operation, but gets away to intend on maintain, updating
and security.

Virtual printer driver

Virtual printer enables the conversion of any printable document into standard image, and keeps
the exact look and feel of the original document.

VAN-supplier

A value-added network (VAN) is a private network provider (sometimes called a turnkey
communications line) that is hired by a company to facilitate electronic data interchanges EDI or
provides other network services



1.4 Schenker in a nutshell

Schenker is one of the leading international providers of integrated logistics services. Schenker
provides support to trade and industry in both domestic and international exchange of goods, in
land transport, in worldwide air and sea freight and in all the associated logistics services.

For, products and turnover for 2007 please see Attachment 1:1.

1.4.1 Business concept

Schenker develops and produces transports, logistics and information services that meet the
demand of the market as regards quality, efficiency, simplicity and environmental responsibility.

Schenker’s vision
The Global vision is to position Schenker as the Best Choice for a Global Integrated Service
Partner. Schenker AB shall be the best transport and logistics partner in the Swedish market.

1.4.2 Organization

Schenker is today one of the leading international providers of integrated logistics services, with
50 000 co-workers spread around 1500 offices over the world. The company is owned by the
German Deutsche Bahn since 2002, and is active within all terrestrial, ocean and air transport.
The Swedish Schenker has 4000 co-workers and most of them work at one of the three divisions,
the Land Division. With its 3050 co-workers, the Land Division is the spine of the Swedish
Schenker. There are four business areas within the Land Division: domestic, cross border, parcel
and Schenker Coldsped. In addition to these four areas there is also “Schenker Åkeri” road
Carrier Company, which works as its own company within the land division.
(www.dbschenker.com)

Figur 1:1 Schenker’s organisation chart



1.5 Delimitation

The most significant demarcation is that the study will focus mostly on the suppliers’ invoices
that today are handled manually, which means that these invoices require more resources in
terms of time and money. It should be emphasized that the market for different suppliers’
systems that can handle the whole flow, from needs to payment, will be also studied.
Furthermore, after careful information processing, discussions and demonstrations, I will make
recommendations of which systems I would propose.

The master thesis is written for Umeå University in Umeå and with Schenker ABSweden as
client. The focus of the writing has thus been on making sure that persons from these two
backgrounds will relatively easily understand the content.

1.5.1 Perspective

This Master thesis is written from a company perspective.



1.6 Disposition

Chapter 1 Introduction The first chapter introduces the reader to my
research.  I present the project and the project’s purpose and I introduce
Schenker, the company that commissioned the master thesis, as well as its
business concept and vision. I close the chapter with the study’s delimitation
and perspectives.

Chapter 2 Frame of reference Chapter two describes the study's theoretical
platform that I find relevant in order to achieve the essay's purpose. Initially,
the framework starts with an introduction to the evolution of the modern business
that gives one good basis and understanding about how e-Commerce increases
opportunity and helps make business processes more effective. Later, I
describe general theories of e-Invoice and purchasing, and the trends and
strategies, based on literature and article studies. Process flow chart is an
important tool and provides a clear picture and connection between all the
stages and activities of all the functions carried out to satisfy the need.

Chapter 3 Methodology In this chapter, I describe  the thesis’s methods  and
how the study has been conducted to achieve the purpose. The chapter begins
with the research and scientific approach, then  the chosen data sources are
explained and the chapter ends with a discussion about thesis’s validity and
reliability. The collected material has been analyzed with the aid of the
literature presented in the source list.

Chapter 4 P2P-project In the next chapter, I present the result of the P2P-
project. The project begins with the presentation of the current purchase
process and continues with the description of the invoice process. After I
present the workflow of the eight invoice types, I finish the chapter exploring
the system supplier side and the technical solution they offer to modernize and
streamline the procurement and invoice processes.

Chapter 5 Analysis This chapter starts with analysis of the theoretical



Chapter 2 Frame of reference

Chapter two describes the study's theoretical platform that I find relevant in order to achieve the
essay's purpose. Initially, the framework starts with an introduction to the evolution of the modern
business that gives one good basis and understanding about how e-Commerce increases
opportunity and helps make business processes more effective. Later, I describe general theories
of traditional purchase, e-purchase, e-Invoice, and the trends and strategies, based on literature
and article studies. Process flow chart is an important tool and provides a clear picture and
connection between all the stages and activities of all the functions carried out to satisfy the
need.

Fig. 2:1 The Theoretical framework
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2. The evolution of the modern business

Throughout the last decades, business management has, according to scientists, gone through a
profound development of techniques and built the base to a “modern” business organization.
Cortada (2001) and Evans & Wurster (2000) are trying to create an understanding of the process
view of business organization and the driving forces behind this evolution, to develop the
concept of value added chain.

It’s happening right before our eyes, argues Kalakota & Robinson (2001): a vast and rapid
reconfiguration of business on an unprecedented scale. What is driving e-Business? Every day,
more and more individuals and companies worldwide are linked electronically. This digital
binding of consumers and companies in a low-cost way is a significant technological advance as
the invention of the steam engine, electric power generation, telephone or the assembly line.

Peter Koestenbaum, a trained philosopher (in LaBarre, 2000) points out that “an evolutionary
transformation of who we are, how we behave, how we think, and what we value” (p. 226) is
necessary to resolve the paradox between business and the contemporary global challenges that
call for social and environmental responsibility. Change -- true, lasting, deep-seated change -- is
the business world's biggest and most persistent challenge. But too many people and too many
companies approach change by treating it as a technical challenge rather than by developing
authentic answers to basic questions about business life. "It's up to us, declares Koestenbaum, to
decide what it means to be a successful human being. That's the philosophical task of the age.
Nothing happens unless you make it happen. As a leader, everything is your responsibility,
because you always could have chosen otherwise."

2.1From transaction to relationship and networks

Grönroos (2000) agrees with Evans & Wurster (2000) and writes that lately, more and more
scientists have realized that the company’s most important goal isn’t to enforce single
transactions, but long-term business relations and also to build a strategic position in a network
that consists of different companies. Focus has been lifted from transactions and moved to
relationships and networks.

Earlier, the companies where divided and subdivided into separate ”functions” like finance,
procurement, HR, sales etc., but now, companies are seen as an organized whole, in which all
separate parts are working in an integrated way, shaping a value chain in which all parts are
dependent on each other for resources and information in order to be efficient.
Today, one tries to create business processes from existing databases. This means that the
business processes become more detailed and tied to IT-use, which in itself becomes an
important part of the business development. The use of IT-artifact sometimes becomes more
individual than what was intended from the start. This is called IT-bricolage. The word bricolage
comes from Claude Lévi-Strauss who said:

"Modern societies have engineers; illiterate societies have bricoleurs, or
tinkerers. As engineers, we organize our thinking in projects, choosing means and
tools once the aim of the project has been decided. As tinkerers, we use what we
have, letting our means and tools determine what we do. As engineers, we set our
goals first, often having to invent tools to be able to reach them. Our projects
determine what tools we have. As bricoleurs, we stay safely within the world of
tools we have acquired. Our projects are made possible by the tools we have. The



tools we have are the ones we picked up along the way because they might come
in handy." (Bo Dahlbom, Lars Mathiassen "Computers in context", 1995).

2.1.1 IT-dependency types
IT use requires finding roads in order to create organization shapes that make it possible to
identify new use-areas for IT. These new areas can be used in order to develop business
processes and to implement them throughout the organization.

There are two types of IT dependency, type 1 and type 2.
Type 1 is rationalization. This means that with the help of IT you can simplify and make the
existing processes more efficient.
Type 2 is a deeper dependency. When it comes to type 2, it is about finding new business
possibilities with the aid of IT, that is: without IT these possibilities would have never risen. IT
does not only support the business processes, but also make them possible. (Nordström et al,
2000)

2.2 e-Commerce

The definition of electronic commerce, according to Rik Drummond in Ayers book (2007), is
doing business without using paper. Electronic commerce is not EDI, it is not e-mail, it is not
Web browsers – it is all of these and more. It is electronic mail, Web servers, workflow systems,
process changes and reengineering, EDI, Internet, video on demand and voice messaging – in
other words, electronic commerce is not using paper. Not using paper reduces errors in
communication, speeds information flow, reduces mailing costs, increases opportunity costs and
helps make business processes more effective.

 “Electronic commerce is any form of business or administrative transaction, or
information exchange that is executed using any information and communications
technology” (Electronic Commerce Association, by Fredholm 2002 sid10).

”The process of buying, selling, or exchanging products, services, or information
via computer networks” (Turban et al 2006).

The transformation process is broader that only buying/selling processes and it takes a
number of forms depending on the degree of digitization, meaning that the transformation
from physical to digital has another relationship and collaboration with the organization.
(Turban et al 2006).

2.2.1 EDI
The first form of electronic communication between companies was EDI. EDI (Electronic data
interchange) is basically a computer-to-computer messaging system with a minimum of human
intervention. According to Fredholm (2002), EDI is 80% leadership and 20% technology. In
order to fully use those possibilities that EDI has to offer, the distribution of work in an EDI
project should reflect the distribution of leadership and technology. As EDI is not merely a
technical exercise of converting paper documents to electronic messages, EDI implementation
involves not only personnel with the necessary technical expertise, but also those who are
experts in their areas of business. An EDI project team needs to be formed to ensure that the
requirements of all parties are addressed, and to ensure that the implementation is well managed.



Otherwise, the risk will be of the technology not being used fully in order to change the activity
and the way the works on, without only automate existing procedures and business flows.
EDI means, according to Dykert & Fredholm (2004), that the invoices are sent electronically
from the seller's business system direct to the buyer's business system where they can be read in
and checked automatically. EDI builds, therefore, on two systems communicating directly with
each other with minimal elements of manual procedures.

A few concrete advantages that make the implementation of EDI interesting are managing more
efficient business processes, reducing costs, shortening lead time, better security, service level,
and helpdesk, and better competitiveness.

The most important function of an EDI system is, according to Fredholm, to keep track of all the
variants of the messages that may arise. The different parties we communicate with have various
variants of subset, how to deal with communication and the methods used for communication.
Of course, the more parties the company has, the more the EDI system has to keep track of.
Often, one chooses to put EDI-functionality in a separate system instead of putting it into the
existing administrative system. The EDI system may also have other functions such as
converting to more standards, security functions and conversion between different systems of
internal format.

The communication becomes therefore double targeted with EDI, creating good profit and
potential for rationalization for both parties.

2.2.2 WEB-EDI
The big companies’ ambition is, according to Dykert & Fredholm (2004), to get in all invoices
electronically. Web-EDI is a fusion of two techniques: web trade and EDI.  This solution means
that the seller/buyer goes in, in the opposite party’s web trade and manually places the order or
the invoice.
Web-EDI is an interesting complement that companies invest in. Web-EDI is not the best
solution in all situations. That is forced have various procedures for different suppliers is neither
any attractive alternative. Analog with, or instead of, that the vendor creates the invoice in an
own system to be registered it on a form in web services. Although information that is repeated
goes to save and to be recycled, so it becomes it a lot of manual work for the vendor. When the
form is completed, it is sent as an EDI message direct to that bigger business system and
therefore gives equal effective handling that with EDI directly between two companies.

2.2.3 WEB-services
Turban et al (2006) argues that the purpose of the web-service is to create a perfect integration e-
business system. An architecture enabling assembly of distributed applications from software
services and tying them together (Turban et al, 2006)
Web-services are according to Turban et al (2006), easy and inexpensive to implement because
they operate on the existing Internet infrastructure. They also offer a way to maintain and
integrate legacy IT systems at a lower cost and can be implemented incrementally.

2.2.4 ASP Solution
Application Service Provider is when a company has the whole business system on-line. ASP  is
an attractive alternative even for the smallest company since the price is reasonable and ASP-solution
provides modern technology with a rational way of working.



2.3 The enterprise as a “value added chain”

Both Cortada (2001) and Evans & Wurster (2000) wrote that techniques such as CRM, SCM,
EDI, P2P and many more have been developed and applied to business processes in order to
design value chains that are as efficient as possible. The more value that is added from the
physical inputs in form of raw material into the finished products and the faster the resources
whether material or monetary, are moved through the different steps, the more profit will be
generated. (See fig. 2:2)

Figure 2:2 The material and monetary flow

Porter is the creator of the “value Chain” concept who identified the linkages between suppliers,
buyers, intermediaries and end-users in his book “Competitive advantage” from 1985. A
business firm could, according to him, only exist if it creates value for its customers. The value
chain therefore starts and ends with the customer. Through this circle all material flows, all
work, all knowledge, and all investments. It requires that the enterprise is seen as a continuous
process and that in this process all traditional functions such planning, purchasing, marketing,
sales and distribution are absorbed into an integrated flow of business interaction.

2.4 Traditional purchase

Definition of the traditional purchasing has been described of Van Weele’s (2002) as:
“Obtaining from external sources all goods, services, capabilities and knowledge
which are necessary for running, maintaining and managing the company’s
primary and support activities at the most favorable conditions.”

It is important to clarify that although the terms procurement and purchasing are often used
interchangeably, they are not the same. On the contrary, they differ significantly in their scope.
Kalakota & Robinson, (2001) note that purchasing refers to the buying of materials and all
activities associated with the buying process. Procurement, on the other hand, is broadly defined
to include a company’s requisitioning, purchasing, transportation, warehousing and in-bound
receiving processes.
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Traditionally, procurement materials, according to Neef (2001), have been divided into two
categories:
- Indirect procurement of non-production goods and services involves materials or service that

does not result into finished product/service.
- Direct procurement involves materials purchased for use in manufacturing or distribution that

is “directly” related to the finished product/service.
Part of the problem, as Neef (2001) mentions, is that indirect procurement policies are seldom
standardized, varying greatly between departments. The approval policies are usually
cumbersome, requiring multiple levels of sign-off, which cause delays and internal
inconvenience. Another significant cost to companies is maverick buying by co-workers
throughout the organization who buy items when needed independently, often at nondiscounted
and even retail prices. This maverick buying – that tendency for individuals, or often entire
departments, to buy “off-contract” without taking advantage of negotiated company discounts –
is often rampant.

In order to appreciate the need for e-Procurement is, according to Neef (2001), important to look
at a traditional organization’s approach to procurement.

2.4.1 The requisition process
Neef (2001) notes that the requisition process is still paper-based, usually with multiple copies of
requisition forms sent through internal mail to various managers within the approval chain.
Approving managers seldom know if the vendor is “on-contract” or how the purchase will be
affected by volume discounts.

2.4.2 Waiting for Approval
Neef (2001) continues with the approval process and explains that it follows two parts: technical
and financial, with expensive or unusual items moving up a chain of multiple sign-offs, often
with long delays and many explanatory phone calls. According to Neef (2001), the average time
for approval for high-cost items is three weeks, but could easily run into months.

2.4.3 Creating the Purchase Order
Once final approval has been given, purchaser collects the paperwork and the information is
transferred – by hand – to a purchase order form and then usually faxed to suppliers. This is,
according to Neef (2001), generally accompanied by further phone calls to confirm receipt.
Copies are sent to shipping and receiving and accounting and finance, and then filed with various
department managers. Because the process is still paper-based with long and unpredictable cycle
times and therefore both sequential and prone to errors, even the most efficient purchasing co-
workers tend to experience a lack of integration between departments, numerous missed orders
and gaps in material delivery.

2.5 Neither Direct nor Indirect – Just e-Procurement

With Information systems and supply chain software vendors moving quickly into alliances, by
all accounts, e-Procurement will be a major leap toward achieving the – until now, primarily
theoretical - “pull” type of relationship that manufacturers would like to have with their
suppliers, with vendors able to electronically and automatically “see” through the entire supply
chain and take responsibility for inventory and delivery of production materials.
Recent procurement strategies according to Kalakota & Robinson, (2001), focus on restructuring
the entire order-to-deliver process rather than on specific tasks within the process. The paper-



based purchasing models of the industrial era are being replaced by the more effective online
procurement practices.

With e-Procurement, life is very different, notes Neef (2001). Any co-workers can be provided
access to a user-friendly system on which she or he can browse through online catalogs of the
company’s approved vendors. Prices can be compared between suppliers and discounts
calculated easily. Information concerning availability, delivery and payment can be made
electronically. Approvals are automatic, and exceptions are immediately routed through a pre-
named deputy. There is a complete audit trail of the request, price, accounting, approval and
payment information, and transaction information is captured and recorded for vendor
performance analysis. There is, according to Neef (2001), an instant update for other interested
parties – Accounts Payable – and most transactions will take only few minutes. All purchase
orders and delivery details are available online for both the supplier and the buyer to see.

The modern point of view on purchasing means more long-term and market oriented cooperation
between customer and supplier. (Van Weele, 2002). The basic concept of the purchasing
portfolio approach is that purchasing managers need to develop separate strategies towards their
supply markets since different suppliers represent dissimilar interest to the company (Van Weele,
2005).

E-Procurement is according to Neef (2001) the most important area of development in the
business-to- business e-Commerce arena. In fact, Neef remarks that:

“E-Procurement has a far greater potential for cost savings and business
improvement that online retailing or enterprise resource planning systems (ERP)
and will permanently and fundamentally reform the way we do business in the
future.”(Neef, 2001 side 3)

Neef (2001) argues that the e-Procurement is not just an improvement of EDI technologies, but it
is a way of conducting purchasing transactions over the Internet. The suite of applications that
has become available on Internet such as Sourcing and Catalogues creates a dramatic turn of
events by transforming the purchasing process from a tactical into a strategic subject and by
eliminating maverick buying, or purchases that did not involve the purchasing department.

2.5.1 The e-Procurement benefits
E-Procurement’s benefits fall according to Kalakota & Robinson (2001) into two major
categories: efficiency and effectiveness. E-Procurement’s efficiency benefits include lower
procurement costs, faster cycle times, reduced maverick or unauthorized buying, well-organized
reporting information, and tighter integration of the procurement function with key back-office
systems. E-Procurement’s effectiveness benefits include the increased control over the supply
chain, proactive management of key data, and higher-quality purchasing decisions within
organizations.  But perhaps the largest benefit, according to Kalakota & Robinson (2001), of e-
Procurement application compared with the traditional one is that e-Procurement system
eliminates obstacle of formalization.
An e-Procurement site is, according to Turban et al (2006), an online intermediary that offers
businesses access to hundreds of parts and services provided by suppliers. E-Procurement
systems come in several variations, each with their own specialized capabilities.

These benefits are expected to accelerate the rate of adoption of e-Procurement system
technologies. Davila et al (2002) state that the companies using e-Procurement report savings of
42% in purchasing transaction costs. This cost reduction is associated with less paperwork,
which translates into fewer mistakes and a more efficient process.



2.5.2 The strategic nature of e-Procurement
Neef (2001) argues that in the past purchasing has been seen as a tactical back office activity.
But from now on, it should be viewed as a critical part of a company’s overall e-business
strategy. E-Procurement is a matter of strategy first and technology second. The idea of
automating and integrating the procurement process should have, according to Neef (2001), a
compelling value proposition for many different corporate officers. Purchasing the goods and
services necessary for the everyday running of a company is usually extraordinarily expensive
and laborious, representing between 40% and 60% of total company revenue. E-Procurement not
only reduces purchasing costs but according to Neef (2001), continues the trend towards
automation of the process and the replacement of human labor through information technology
(IT). E-Procurement systems automate and provide for automated routing and tracking
capabilities, essentially eliminating the need for human intervention other than on an exceptions-
only basis. Furthermore, e-Procurement continues to enhance the breakdown of traditional
vertical silos and to shift management’s focus toward horizontal processes and the empowerment
of individual co-workers. This will mean a significant level of restructuring and rethinking of the
way that companies approach purchasing of both direct and indirect goods and services.

2.6 Traditional Invoice versus e-Invoice

The commercial invoice is one of the most important documents exchanged between trading
partners. In addition to its key function as a request for payment, from the buyer to the seller, the
invoice is an important accounting document and also has potential legal implications for both
trading partners. The invoice serves as basis for the seller to maintain compensation for delivered
goods or already performed services, while the buyer gets debt. Invoice is a commercial
instrument issued by a seller to a buyer. Invoice describes and quantifies the items sold,
identifies the both trading parties and shows the date of delivering, the price and the transport
mode. The invoice serves as a demand for payment and becomes a document (verification) when
paid in full. Furthermore, the invoice serves for accounting of seller’s VAT and buyer’s right to
deduction and tax control. (Dykert & Fredholm, 2004)

A definition of e-Invoicing is provided in the EU Council Directive 2001/115/EC of December
20, 2001 which aims at simplifying, modernizing and harmonizing the conditions for invoicing
in respect of value added tax, and includes rules on e-invoicing and archiving:

“The sending of invoices ‘by electronic means’, i.e. transmission or making
available to the receiver and storage using electronic equipment for processing
(including digital compression) and storage of data, and employing wires, radio
transmission, optical technologies and other electromagnetic means”.

By definition no paper document is involved.

2.6.1 What the Swedish law says about e-Invoice
BFL – “Bokföringslagen” is the regulation instance that controls the invoice processing.
Guidelines of this rule have to be established according to good accounting practices. The
invoice can, according to BFL, be used as verification of business transaction in the same form
the invoice has been received. Other than verification number, the invoice has, according to good
accounting practices, to include the following information: date of issue, date of delivery, what it
was delivered, the price and total sum, currency, and information about concerning party.
The Swedish law accepts three types of invoice:
- The paper-based form
- Microprint, which can be read with help of magnetic stripe.



- Other form that may be read, monitored or interpreted by technical facilities

Observe that this option is acceptable only if the information in e-Invoice can be printed or micro
printed.

2.6.2 The e-Invoice benefits

By making the invoice transition from paper to electronic means, obvious savings in work
intensive tasks like printing, postage costs and repetitive manually accounting and approval
processes, it becomes clear that there are substantial savings to be made.

2.7 Process flow
A process is according to Davenport (1993) a structured, measured set of activities designed to
produce a specified output for a particular customer or market. It implies a strong emphasis on
how work is done within an organization.

Major processes include activities that draw on several functional skills, see Fig. 2:3

Fig. 2:3 A Cross-Functional Process, by Rodica Balog

For streamlining of the process, I will use a concept from theory that advocates when
integrations with other processes should be implemented. The result from the process-mapping
gives me support for my recommendations on how the process can be improved.

2.7.1 Process mapping

By mapping the processes, one achieves a better understanding of how Schenker’s administrative
purchases and invoice processes are related to each other and how these together create value for
the business. The process description is based on what actually happens in reality, which may
mean that several activities that currently are not documented become real.

A Process mapping provides a clear picture of each stage of a process, the interrelationship
between stages of the process, and the direction of the process flow. Process Mapping is a first
step in understanding how and why a process behaves the way it does. The major advantage of
mapping a process comes from the very fact that someone actually “walks the process” and
records the steps and the time consumed in it.
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Harison & Hoek (2008) procedures to the process map disposition are the following:
Create a task force
Before the mapping process can be carried out, it is important to have all key functions
represented. If the executives themselves don’t have a common understanding of the business
need and the project approach, the project is in danger of degenerating into a battle over funding
and resources, resulting in a poorly integrated technical solution that does not take into account
process and activity changes. This means high cost and little business return.
Select the process to map
Take an overview of the core processes, before deciding on the priorities for detailed mapping. A
clear start and finish to the process should be present. An approach that has usually proven to be
successful is to prioritize these various processes, then design and implement as a series of pilots
within a single, all-encompassing e-Business strategy.
Collect data
 “Walking the process” – is the most effective way to collect data, which means to follow an
activity trough the different process steps.
Flow chart the process
Use the collect data from “walking the process” and the material from the interviews to draw a
flow chart.
Distinguish between value-adding and non-value-adding activities
Value-adding activity is when something is done on the item that the end-customer is willing to
pay for.
Solution generation
Once the process map is been produced, the opportunities for improvement are generally all too
obvious.

2.8 Added value with e-Procurement and e-Invoicing systems

The ability to streamline the structure of information and to influence and control its flow is,
according to Kalakota & Robinson (2001), a dramatically more powerful and cost-effective
service than is that of moving and manufacturing physical products. The information
surrounding a product is more important than the product or service itself.

One way of adding value within the organization (internally) is applying the Internet
technologies. It can reduce production times and costs by increasing the flow of information as a
way to integrate a wide range of value chain activities.
Chaffey (2004) argues that all electronic communications can be used to enhance the value chain
by making value chain activities such as e-Procurement more efficient and also enabling data
integration between activities.

Added value with e-Procurement system includes: better supply chain management (Neef, 2001),
reduced transaction costs (Kalakota & Robinson, 2001, Neef, 2001, Davila et al, 2002), reduced
paperwork, which translates into fewer mistakes and a more efficient purchasing process (Davila
et al, 2002, Neef, 2001,), reduced transmission errors (Kalakota & Robinson, 2001), additional
control over maverick spending (Neef, 2001, Davila et al, 2002), improved management
information/decision-making (Neef, 2001)

Transaction costs are defined by Turban et al (2006) like: Costs that are associated with the
distribution (sale) and/or exchange of products and services including the cost of searching for
buyers and sellers, gathering information, negotiating, decision-making, monitoring the
exchange of goods, and legal fees.



Fig. 2:4 Transaction costs, by Turban et al (2006)

By exploiting e-Commerce, the companies can provide products with special features to add
greater value to customers (Turban et al 2006). Agility and supply chain add richness to firm’s
ability to capture report and quickly respond to changes happening in the e-Commerce.

A delivery process comprises many activities. We have defined the process as a road starting
with a customer placing an order and ending when the order is delivered and invoiced. At a
transition from traditional approaches to using IT and modern communications, the process
becomes considerably simplified. Certain tasks happen automatically - other can be carried out
faster. The companies that use only IT -support for transport information omit, of course, those
parts of the calculation that apply to the behavior between the buyers and sellers of
products/goods.

Summary of the theory
In the introduction, I talk about the evolution of the modern business, as a vast and rapid
reconfiguration of business. E-Commerce theory explains the transformation from the physical
to digital into a number of forms from EDI to ASP-solution.
I continue with Value –chain theory created by Porter and I describe the traditional purchase and
e-Procurement, as well as the changes that the company should do in order to have a functioning
electronic system.
The chapter ends with the Process flow theory on how the current process shall be mapped by
"walking the process," in order to better understand the whole process and be able to
communicate and reach users with the right message.



_____________________________________________________________________________

CHAPTER 3 Methodology
In this chapter, I describe  the thesis’s methods  and how the study has been conducted to
achieve the purpose. The chapter begins with the research and scientific approach, then  the
chosen data sources are explained and the chapter ends with a discussion about the thesis’s
validity and reliability. The collected material has been analyzed with the aid of the  literature
presented in the source list.

3. Research approach

It feels natural to me that the choice of method is linked together with the scientific discussion
and the focus areas. With this in mind, I will also contribute with my own thoughts and
reflections. I have a humanistic alignment, meaning that I believe in people's thoughts, reasons
and actions. Instead of finding reasons that could easily explain the human phenomenon, I want
instead to understand these phenomena

According to Remenyi et al (2005), establishing a research strategy is the most important issue
because it provides a basis from which the researcher may assert the validity and reliability of
the findings. Scientific knowledge should be supported by both reason and logic and observation,
and the methodology should address both these issues.

Fig. 3:1 Presentation of the Methodology, own interpretation.

The research approach I chose for the P2P-project is facing many situations, steps and
alternatives, given that there is no right or wrong strategy; there are just strategies more suitable
than others. The scientific approach I had, in order to implement my study, builds on
hermeneutic. Since the study tries to create understanding through interpretation, i. e. meaning,
sense and intention, important concepts within the hermeneutical helix, the scientific approach I
opted for, in order to implement my study, builds on hermeneutic.
“What is different about research in business and management studies?” – is the question
Remenyi et al (2005) ask in their book. First, it’s a range of stakeholders who will influence not
only what is researched, but also the way the research is conducted, how the research is founded
and to what use the research is eventually put. In fact, the best business and management
research will directly lead to knowledge which will allow management to change the way things
get done in order to be more efficient and/or more effective. If anything, competent business and
management research is extremely demanding and even complex because of the large number of
interrelated issues and variables which are inevitably involved in the context of any real life
business situation. (Remenyi et al 2005)
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With my problem area as a background, I do not consider it appropriate to have a positivistic
vision when there is not one genuine solution. It is not desirable, I believe, to strive after
objectivity when it is about people and their ability to change their way of work. I consider that
only plausible interpretations can be found and not an absolute truth.

3.1 Abductive Approach
There are different approaches to how conclusions are derived. In the study, I have chosen an
abductive approach.  An abductive approach means that new hypothesises constantly are being
formulated throughout the research process with the aspiration to understand what the reality
most likely looks like. By oscillating between theory and empirics, new questions and
hypothesises arise throughout the process. These explanatory hypothesises are then tested to
either be discarded or kept. (Davidsson & Patel, 2003).

The results of the interviews are related to an existing theory, which can lead to a new
assumption, or it becomes clear that prior research applies in this case as well. The conclusion
becomes one of several possible, which derives from me relating different ideas and knowledge
to each other. The approach is ideographic since I want to describe the events linked to different
facts in the different processes that exist from purchase to payment.

3.1.1 Research Purpose
Based on the purpose, I have chosen an exploratory approach, which means that one consciously
aims at investigating an area to improve one’s knowledge about it. If the knowledge about an
area of interest is limited, it is good to perform an exploratory research. This type of research is
often made to give primary knowledge and understanding of the problem. The study is about
understanding and describing the “from purchase to payment” – process that the informants
express in different forms of meaningful material, i.e. in their own experiences, thoughts and
motives.

3.2 Research strategy

I chose to do both a qualitative and a quantitative study in order to achieve my purpose. The
qualitative method is applicable to elucidate and get an increased understanding for the matter.
The method is suitable to use in order to get an overall picture of the context that is to be studied.
(Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999)

Part of the study’s result is based on a cost comparison of different invoice processes, where
detailed data is evaluated and all options are presented. Therefore, the collected part, which
according to Lundahl & Skärvad (1999) means some form of measurement, is considered to be a
quantitative collection method. This method results in some form of numerical value that can be
easily compared with other values. Lundahl & Skärvad (1999) find that the quantitative research
method is better structured and more formal than the qualitative research method.
The study is based on both a qualitative and quantitative approach.

In order to persuade, sometimes a researcher may use more than one tool and a number of
different tactics. Therefore, the choice of methodology can change during the research project. I
chose to use multi-methodologies and I begin with a case study to establish a grounded theory;
then, I continue to use action research to confirm and observe if the effects may be implemented
and if the theory is sustained.



In the process of conducting a research project, it is important to decide the range of evidence
that will be collected. Case studies are, according to Remenyi et al (2005), the best way to obtain
a full picture of the reality because they look at practical real-life, collect information and
establish valid and reliable evidence for the research process. Case studies are an important
approach for business and management researchers and much work is conducted using this
method.

Gummesson (2000) considers action research useful in the area of managing change and as the
most advanced step in qualitative research compared to interviews and observations. He points
out that a “contribution to knowledge” should be made, that the researcher should also develop
sensitivity to the theoretical categories which are being used so that they are transcendent and
transform into better theory. Action research provides the researcher with good quality access
from a “live” situation. The co-operation of staff or company personnel involved will be crucial
to the success of this strategy. As Gummesson argues, the skill here is whether the researcher can
successfully combine the role of a consultant and that of academic researcher. Action research is
participatory and very specific. The action science always involves two goals: solve a problem for
the client and contribute to science.

The central idea is that that what matters in management is not only what is done but also why it
is done. It involves observing first and then deducing theory; the researcher and the client should
learn from each other and develop their competence. The action research
requires the continuous validation by external sources by sharing ideas, interpretations and
findings with others who are able to critically judge the validity and reliability of data. The
researcher must investigate the whole, complex problem, but make it simple enough to be
understood by everyone. All of the above conditions are present in this project.

In order to learn more about the operating business and how the information flows through the
company, I have met with and talked to several co-workers at different districts. The best way to
take part in an individual’s inner reasoning and experience is to interview him or her (Kvale
1997).
The interview was done at Schenker AB, since I, myself, work there. To give a natural feel to the
interview, I started by asking a little bit about the company’s history and background. By starting
with simple questions, makes the dialogue flow easily (Lundahl and Skärvad 1999).
The questions I asked had a low degree of standardization, which means that I did not ask the
questions word for word, but rather adapted them to fit the dialogue. The personal interviews
were carried out with a low degree of structure, meaning that I had some supporting questions.
The way I chose to interview increased my ability to make good observations, to be flexible, ask
follow-up questions, ask the respondent to develop his/her answer and better explain if the
respondent did not understand the question. (Davidsson & Patel, 2003).

“If you want to know whether a man is religious, don’t ask him, observe him,” said Wittgenstein.
By getting close and becoming a part of the respondents’ work, I try to understand the job
assignments and the people’s thoughts and behaviour. To me, it is important to have a trusting
relationship with the respondents because they are my best source of knowledge of the
phenomena. To receive good data quality, I wrote down almost everything from the meetings I
had with the respondents. With great openness towards whatever the results may be, I searched
throughout the whole project for common features and possible recurring models and I have tried
to declare my understanding and analytical method. Even though the reliability in a qualitative
research cannot be estimated with numbers, I hope that I have gathered and processed the data in
a systematic way and therefore been able to describe the importance of the results and the
recommendations that I have found.



3.3 Collecting evidence

Evidence that is gathered for an investigation can be of two types: primary and secondary data.
Primary data is information that you gathered yourself through interviews and/or observations.
Secondary data is material that is collected by others, in the form of literature and articles.
(Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999).

The study’s primary data was gathered from discussions and interviews with 36 people from
different departments and districts within Schenker Company. The study’s primary data consists
of the figures I received from Schenker, figures that have been used by the finance department
when Schenker’s Accounts Payable went from paper invoices to the scanning of invoices. The
secondary data I used is the observation I made by actively working throughout the project.
Secondary data for the theoretical part of the study was obtained from books, magazines and the
Internet. I searched for literature in the University Library databases and used search words such
as: e-Commerce, e-Procurement, e-Invoice etc. I also got some literature ideas from the books I
read and from my mentor.

3.3.1 Interviews

Several of the interviews with key persons from Schenker’s departments were performed to gain
a first insight into the environmental awareness among the P2P-project participants. The
interviews were a big help for me to put together the empirical material. The treatment of the
empirical material was carried out confidentially, which means that I presented the material so
that the informant’s identity is not possible to discern (Davidsson & Patel, 2003).

3.3.2 Participant-observer approach

The best way to acquire information is to observe how people do their work in natural situations.
Observation is a scientific technique for collecting information. (Patel & Davidsson, 2003)
The defining characteristic of observation is that it involves drawing conclusions, as well as
building personal views about how to handle similar situations in the future, rather than simply
registering that something has happened.
The observation, according to Wisker (2001, side 178), is a source of information that “enables
to capture what people actually do rather than what they say they do”. Wisker explains that there
are two types of observation: participant and non-participant observation. The first one means
that the researcher becomes a part of the observed group, the researcher will be employed for a
certain period of time in a company. Non-participant observation means that the researcher
observes the actions of others. Since I worked during the project time, my type of observation is
the participant one. During nine months, I used the participant observer tactic and joined both the
central procurement and the Accounts Payable teams of individuals who are part of the
phenomenon being studied. I took part in the project in the same way as the other participants,
but at the same time I focused on observing the way in which the two groups operated. The
information collected on how the central purchase and invoice processes were managed was then
written down and analyzed.

3.3.3 Project group meetings/discussions

A research approach for collecting evidence from a highly specialized group of individuals it is,
according to Remenyi et al (2005), an easy way for a researcher to accumulate evidence from the
experts. After describing the current purchase and invoice handling processes, the project group
helped me validate the study and the project’s impacts on efficiency or effectiveness.



3.4 Sample selections

The sample selection that interested me in the project was Schenker’s purchase organisation,
supplier organisation, economy system and system suppliers.
The Central Procurement at Schenker uses since several years back, the e-Commerce system
Proceedo. I held interviews with all members of Central Purchase, but as far as Accounts
Payable I have limited my interviews to three members (when needed, I also spoke to their boss).
In terms of the sample selection of the remaining interviews, these were determined during the
project as the need became clearer. For example, I visited the Air & Ocean division several times
to ask for help concerning the Procars and CASS-system, and PU in Gothenburg regarding the
Tractor/lorry-project. The source for these contacts came as a natural need to get a good overall
impression.

The selection of system supplier was made by first thinking of which system Schenker already
had obtained and uses, how these systems work from the users’ perspective and what other
systems exist on the market that could live up to Schenker’s needs.       
Based on the goal of the essay and the choice of the theoretical frame of reference, it felt natural
to me to choose both a qualitative and a quantitative method. My intention is to understand the
procurement and invoice process as the respondent conveys it to me; consequently, I have to
choose a method that gives me the opportunity to see the distinctive features that characterize
P2P – process, the object of my study. The qualitative methods I use in my study are analysis of
books, and analysis of the personal interviews and observations. I prefer using a broad range of
different methods in order to ensure that I have a good foundation and thereby greater
opportunity for interpretation.
According to Patel and Davidson (2003) and Kvale (1997), is important that the researcher
measures what he intends to measure, the study's validity. The evaluation has a good validity
since, in my opinion I have successfully measured what I intended to measure. This is my
personal interpretation of the empirical material/data.

3.4.1 My task

                                                       =                   = Understand the problem

                                                            = Collect the information
                                                                   = Interpret and analyze the information

And present the results in form of

= recommendation

= aim at Project owner and steer group

Fig. 3:2 Presentation of My task, own interpretation.

????????????????????????????



3.4.2 Drop-out rate

Patel & Davidsson (2003), argue the importance that researchers find out the causes of drop out.
Scientists mean that there are two types of drop outs: external, which means that the chosen
respondents did not want to answer the interview questions. The other type is internal, which
means that one of the respondents chose not to answer all/some of the questions, or has answered
them in a different way that should be declared for. The scientists argue that the external drop
out always should be explained closer.

3.4.3 The studies drop-out rate

Initially, I was going to do both a qualitative and quantitative research, with the quantitative part
consisting of a survey that would have been sent to Schenker’s suppliers. This was,
unfortunately, stopped by the project’s owner, and is considered an external drop out.

After visiting Schenker Åkeri AB, I found out that they decided not to participate in the project;
the project’s owner, however, wanted me to still take their processes in consideration, which
makes this an internal drop out. Lastly, there were three people who did not answer my e-mails
regarding my request for information; this is also an external drop out.

Despite the drop outs, my conclusion is that they haven’t influenced the study’s results.

3.5 Practical procedures
The project that can be described as a study or an investigation was divided as such:

Phase 1: Collecting knowledge

The first phase lasted for four weeks, starting week 19, 2008. The purpose was that I, as a project
manager would be introduced to and get the basic competence about processes and systems that I
need in order to be able to push the project forward.

The first week, I met all the coworkers at the Central Procurement department. We went through
their product area, agreements and the way they work. I was introduced to the Visma/Proceedo,
an e-Commerce system that Schenker uses when it comes to indirect material under Gross Profit.

The second week, I spent at the Accounts Payable department where we went through the central
supplier invoice process and the system support for Accounts Payable.

The third and last week, I visited different districts (the terminal in Bäckebol, Schenker Åkeri
and Air & Ocean) to see and learn the processes and the production systems used; these are Ciel,
Baltzar and Procars.

Phase 2: Understanding

This phase focused on the different areas that are of importance for the upcoming activities in the
investigation.



Table 3.3: Number informants represented from respective organization and persons

These 36 informants that answered my questions throughout the project, along with the daily
participant observations, are a part of the approach that I chose in order to fulfill the study’s
purpose.

Table 3.3 shows how many persons from each department/organization I spoke to. All the
discussions were done at the respondent’s workplace and took between one to three hours.
Phase 3 – Project planning
I formulate the project plan/project description and determine targets and milestones in
collaboration with the steering group.

Plan of activities
The plan of activities is carried out between: Purchase process, Invoice handling, Information
and Technology

Category of organization/ person Number of informants

Central Procurement 5

Accounts Payable at the Headquarter 4
Accounts Payable at Schenker Åkeri 1
Accounts Payable at PU Got 4
Accounts Payable at Air & Ocean 3
Economist responsible Air & Ocean 1
Accounts Payable Railog 2
Project group meetings 10
Economic systems 2
Suppliers of e-Procurement system 4

Total numbers of informants 36



Fig. 3:4 Plan of activities, own interpretation.

3.5.1 Participant-observer approach
Nothing generates understanding or insights better than seeing actual processes and speaking
with individuals at each activity. P2P processes cover more than a single department, so it’s
impossible to find a worker or manager who really knows the entire end-to-end process
workflow. How P2P currently works, is often very different from how I think it should be
working.
Only the people who actually perform the job tasks have the skills to carry out a job; you cannot
ask the workers what they are doing, since they have internalized many of the task skills. They
have tacit knowledge or unspoken practical knowledge that bases itself on experience, in other
words, only those doing the work know how to do it, and you cannot ask them about their work
because they are not consciously aware of all the little steps. This fundamental disconnect has
been occurring in every process improvement program since the beginning of process control. So
to understand the P2P-processes, I walked around, observed, and took notes. Only when I
understand the real process workflow, I can improve it or change it. My main goal is to collect
information and map out the existing processes used today. Once I have all the facts, I will be
able to build process flow charts that outline the current workflow.

 Participant-
Observer
approach

Production
systems:

CIEL
ProCars
Proceedo
Baltzar

Discussion
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methods
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”Walking the process” – Collecting data

Mapping system

Flow chart the process Flow chart the process Flow chart the process

Solution and Recommendations



3.5.2 Project group meetings/discussions
Opinions of the project group members are important because they are the users of the new
system that will be implemented in the future. The two hour meetings comprised different parts.
In the start-up phase, the actual project activities’ issues were discussed. In a second meeting, the
participants asked me to design the workflow of invoice processes from start to payment. When
the mapping of the process was completed, it was also clear what processes were inefficient and
needed changing. The project decided to further analyze four of these processes due to their
improvement potential.

The P2P-projects’ purpose was to do a Cost/Income analysis in which today’s processes were to
be compared with the new systems. Because the projects’ results showed that there wasn’t a need
for a new system, I instead made a Savings analysis. This compared my recommended solutions
with today’s managing of the P2P-processes.

3.5.3 The study's reliability, validity and objectivity
Good research is characterized by that the study has high reliability and this can only happen if
the researcher has critically examined and checked the material. (Holme & Solvang, s 94)
The hermeneutics research method means that the knowledge that is received partly is
subjective, and partly connected in time and space. My primary data therefore, has low
reliability, which means that similar studies by the same company that are done by other persons
at other occasions can lead to a different result. But even though the research method makes the
material subjective, my goal is to describe it as objective as possible. (Ibid.)
In order to improve the reliability, I have done interviews with different persons playing different
roles within different departments, that all deal with the same issues and problems.
As a result, a picture of the reality has slowly emerged and the misunderstandings have gradually
been discarded. The reliability is decided by how the measurements are carried out and how
thoroughly are they processed. In a study, the researcher should take in consideration the
reliability of the data given by the different methods. The reliability has been strengthened since
two different methods have been used, both qualitative and quantitative. The collected data has
been repeatedly checked and verified by the project’s steering committee. All calculations are
based on figures from Schenker that have been used and are current. The results shown should
not be used only for comparison purposes but also to show the real savings that are relevant for
Schenker.

The study becomes more trustworthy if different and independent measurements of the same
phenomenon give the same or similar result. Most often, it is, however, not possible economic-
or time wise, therefore, the researcher must strive after doing as few errors as possible in the
study. (Ibid.)

To increase the study’s validity and for avoiding misunderstandings, I sent emails consisting of
matters and issues that were to be discussed at our project meetings. I also increased validity of
the research by meeting with people more than once and receiving feedback. The data
information was to be verified, and the feedback gave me the validation I needed.

To increase the reliability of the study, I took notes during all the interviews. Reliability refers to
the ability to repeat the same study/experiment and achieve the same or similar results. Remenyi
et al (2005) argues, however, that “all situations and organisations are different and thus the
same results cannot ever be obtained again, and consequently reliability per se is not a central
issue.”
To me, the most important thing is the study’s objectivity. Objectivity has, according to me,
several characteristics. Primarily, it’s an ability to keep a distance between the researcher and the
researched and secondly, it’s an ability to listen and see the evidence carefully and clearly.



Chapter 4 P2P - project
In the next chapter, I give the result of the P2P-project. The project begins with the presentation
of the current purchase process and continues with the description of the invoice process. After I
present the workflow of the eight invoice types, I finish the chapter by exploring the system
supplier side and the technical solutions they offer to modernize and streamline the procurement
and invoice processes.

4. Current Purchase Process
In the following table, I have chosen to declare the information and answers that I received from
the personal meetings, interviews and discussions with all of the coworkers at the Central
Purchase department at Schenker.

Purchase function at Schenker Sweden Agreement and suborder handling

1. IT – purchase consists mainly of huge
volumes of IT-related operations and
consultative services.

1. Purchase and supply are basically maintained by
the IT-staff.

2. Land Division purchase consists mainly of
huge volumes of transport services.

2. Purchase is specific and is managed by the Land
Division.

3. Air & Oceans purchase consists mainly of
huge volumes of sea and air freight services.

3. Purchase and supply is managed by Air & Ocean.

4. Property – purchase consists of big contracts
of new buildings and reconstructions.

4. Purchase and supply are basically managed by
Schenker Property.  

5. Schenker Åkeri’s purchase consists of almost
as much of the huge volumes of vehicle related
parts as other services and goods.

5. Purchase and supply are managed by Schenker
Åkeri.

6. The rest of the purchases is divided in the
product areas below:
 – Work wear, offices furniture and lighting
installation.
 – Outsourcing, Travel management, Signs and
Streamers.
 – Trucks, Electricity, Fuel, box pallets.
 – Company cars, cell phones.

6. Central Procurement – Purchase is completely
coordinated, the main part is done through mutual
agreements and there are statistics for follow-ups
and strategic planning.

Table 4:1 Current Purchase process from respective organization and Central Procurement at Schenker



As the table on the previous page shows, the predominant part of the purchase at Schenker is
handled locally, i.e. the order is placed where the need is. The exceptions that exist are for
example work wear, outsourcing, travel management, fuel, box pallets and electricity. The
central purchase department works with creating methods and routines for the suborders to be
handled as rationally as possible.

The majority of the suborders are done through a purchase order that can correspond to a job
number, purchase request or an electronic order. The way the suborder befalls partly controls the
possibilities to get the invoice information in a specific way.

4.1 Suborder methods

4.1.1 Personal purchase
Purchases are done for instance at visits with the customer (Schenker). Another form of personal
purchase is that the customer (Schenker) buys in store.
Regardless which way it is done, it is still the most resource demanding form of suborders.
Order number is almost always missing (hard to follow-up and electronically handle).
How common it is at Schenker is hard to say, but the goal should be to eliminate it where it isn’t
absolutely necessary.

4.1.2 Phone order
Schenker calls suppliers or suppliers call Schenker. Order number is almost always missing.
Phone orders are time and resource demanding.
The supplier can influence the buyer to order products that there is no need for.

4.1.3 Fax order
Schenker writes the order on a non-standardized way or Schenker fills in a form/template made
by the supplier. Order number is almost always missing and it is both time and resource
demanding. The supplier can affect the buyer to order products that there is no need for.
There is a risk that the order is wrongly sent.
  - Confidential information is spread
  - The order does not reach the supplier – No goods/merchandise

4.1.4 Permanent order placing
Schenker informs in advance with which frequency and magnitude the delivery should occur at
Schenker. It means little administration for Schenker and the order number exists, though not
unique for every delivery. The small downside is that the order builds on an estimated need that
is not warehouse optimized.

4.1.5 Consignment stock
The supplier has a stock at Schenker and does all the work with refilling it according to needs,
billing etc. This means both efficiency and less or little work for Schenker; not to forget,
however, that it is the supplier that controls and decides the range of products which works well
in the case of standardized product needs.

4.1.6 Mail order
Every order is placed by a mail being sent; this is a non-standardized way, which means that the
order number does not usually occur. A fast information transfer is made – an electronic carrier
can also request confirmation about the information reaching the receiver.



4.1.7 Web order

The supplier has a web-interface where the customer places its orders. This is a standardized way
of placing an order at every supplier, which also means that order number exists in some form –
electronic bearer, fast information transfer. The less positive is that every supplier has its own
system and way of ordering, which means that Schenker needs to have different entries – log ins,
and functionality, which can be seen as negative and troublesome.

4.1.8 Edifact – e-order

• Electronic order placement and invoice receiving with a pre-defined set of regulations for
information.

• Tight communication lines between Schenker and the supplier.

• Order number always exists – electronic bearer, fast information transfer.

• It can be expensive to enforce, does not feel flexible and can create supplier dependence.

4.2 Visma/Proceedo e-Procurement system

Visma/Proceedo e-Commerce system is the common entry for a number of suppliers; a pre-
defined set of regulations for authorization and order flow with the possibility to, through a
market place, buy on Schenker’s common agreement.

The Visma/Proceedo electronic procurement system is supplied as an On Demand solution,
which means that the system server is situated in the premises of the supplier and the program is
used through the Internet. The Visma/Proceedo procurement system is integrated into the
financial management and invoice processing systems.

Visma/Proceedo implicates a standardized way to place the order at all suppliers where the order
number always exists. Electronic bearer makes the information transfer fast; it becomes simple
to match an electronic invoice to the placed order. Visma/Proceedo becomes a common tool for
several product areas. All of the invoices are already attested and go straight to central handling.
The use of the system means: lower purchase costs and better contractual prices; bigger volumes;
it buys on central agreements instead of list price; direct purchase history that can be used for
price comparisons at new or re-negotiations of agreements; it becomes easier to get good
statistics and follow up the information. When invoices are matched to the order, the account
coding becomes automated, which leads to a more uniformed way of account coding and
attesting. The downside is the possibility to place small orders; it’s easy to forget that the
placement is made to several suppliers – the freight costs more than the merchandise.

4.3 Current Invoice Process at Schenker

If an invoice from a supplier doesn’t exist in our supplier register then the invoice is transferred
in the workflow to the registration group, which lays up the supplier in the register information
on the invoice. Beside in SAP/R3, there are supplier registers in Procars and CIEL, which
complicates the filtration between these different systems. Today there are over 16 000 suppliers
in the supplier register.

If information is missing on the invoice, the registration group turns to the contact person on the
invoice for the affected district, to receive help with information.



4.3.1 Variations of invoices at Schenker Sweden

Type of invoice Nbr
Fc 2007

EIH (scanned) 321 698
CIEL 110 522
Manual 9 424
Procars 72 476
Proceedo 24 246
Baltzar (SÅAB) 25 372

Total: 563 738
Table 4:2 Type of invoices at Schenker Sweden

4.3.2 Integration map between SAP/R3 and the other systems.

Today Schenker uses AS/400 platform of CIEL (Computer Integrated Enterprise Logistics), the
production system for land transport for both national and international road transport. The CIEL
system is implemented in Belgium, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Ireland, Latvia,
Lithuania, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Russia, Sweden and the United Kingdom. The CIEL
Road Transport System module is a powerful tool used for international and domestic load
planning, terminal operations and communication with ferry companies and carriers.

CIEL has a system called Inbound system. The Inbound system currently accepts both external
and internal transactions from various sources. These transactions are as follows:
- RMS, the Result Measurement System that has been developed to standardize and automate
internal settlements and invoicing between Schenker network DO/RO (DO) Dispatching Office
and (RO) Receiving Office and PUs. (Production Unit)
- EDI Purchase Invoices
- Customs Purchase Invoices
- Sweden Domestic Invoices
- Credit Notes for previously-created Invoices in CIEL
- Tractor Costs
- Trip Trailer Costs
- Terminal Costs

All the Internal debits between branches have a function, which creates both the issuing and
receiving information in one invoice. Because it is an internal invoice (settlement or journal) that
is created it will not affect the accounts Receivable or Payable. It will only create (negative or
positive) costs and/or revenues. The way of working in this function is very similar to how
Purchase Invoices are handled in CIEL. The difference is that the total value for an internal
invoice (settlement or journal) is always zero and the details always consist of an issuing and a
receiving side.
The Inbound function is the central function used to accept and access all inbound transactions.
A batch type is allocated to each transaction and gives each type of transaction a unique
reference to allow it to be easily identified and accessed. In order to post inbound invoices into
the CIEL financial system, the invoices must first be validated error-free. Upon acceptance into
Inbound, the validation report is automatically run for all invoices within the batch, although the

Of all 560 000 invoices 320 000 are scanned.
Around 65% percent are CIEL invoices.
These are the invoices that can be more
efficiently handled.
110 000 invoices are CIEL EDI invoices
72 000 are both manually and e-Invoice
ProCars related
24 000 are e-Purchase order, Subscription or
other e-Invoices related to Proceedo
25 000 are Baltzar/Palette scanned invoices.
15 000 are Railog scanned invoices



validation can also be run at any time for either the whole batch or for an individual invoice. The
results of the validation will govern how the invoice status and batch status are set.
If the invoice validates error-free, the status is set on ‘Ready for CIEL,’ which then can be posted
into CIEL. If the validation reports any errors then the invoice status is set on ‘Failed Validation’
and the invoice must be corrected and re-validated before it can be posted into CIEL.
CIEL / General Ledger and SAP/R3, the business/finance system, communicate on a daily basis
through Standard Interface.
The second production system is Procars (versions 1,89) for Air & Oceans freights. The Procars
system is implemented in several countries around the world. In Sweden, all the incoming
invoices have been handled manually. A couple of months ago a new function was implemented
with help of the CASS project. CASS (Cargo Accounts Settlement System Sweden) is an
automated, web based solution to manage the incoming invoices, and simplify the business of
Air Cargo; it is also fully integrated within Procars system.
The SAP/R3 (version 4.6) is used for FI/CO for Below Gross Profit and domestic production.
Visma Proceedo (version 7.6) is used as an e-Commerce system for purchase of indirect
material; finally, Palette/Baltzar (version 4.4) is another e-Invoice system that is used in
Schenker Åkeri AB
SAP/R3 is used as business system.
Below you can see the invoice flow between SAP and the other systems: Palette/Baltzar,
Proceedo, CIEL, Procars.
Invoice types
1. Schenker Åkeri scanned invoices (Baltzar)
2.a Direct posting (SAP)
2.b Carriers, Cross border scanned invoice (CIEL)
3. Internal EDI invoices domestic via e-BS (SAP)
4. Purchase Order, Agreement, subscription of indirect material article and services (Proceedo)
5. Railog scanned invoice (CIEL)
6. EDI invoices to CIEL (Inbound)
7. Air & Ocean Freights (Procars)
8. e-Invoice Air & Ocean CASS (Procars)



Fig.4:3Invoice handling, amount and system

Business system SAP/R3
Maintenance/Production system CIEL and Procars
e-Purchase and e-Invoice system Visma/Proceedo and Palette/Baltzar

4.4 Invoice Handling

Process chart: I. Schenker Åkeri scanned invoice (Palette/Baltzar)
= 25 000 Invoices in 2007

1.   Paper invoices come in to Schenker Åkeri AB
1.1 Envelope opens and invoice is prepared for scanning
1.2 The invoices will be scanned and validated by Account Payables
1.3 Eyes and Hands, the image archive system, creates a data file in TIF-format.
1.4 The invoices appear in Baltzar/Palette program and are posted into an account
1.5 Invoices are sent into Workflow to manual posting
1.6 Approval process for both reviewer and approver
1.7 Final posting of Vendor Invoice
1.8 Payment in SAP



Company
name

Date Number of
Invoices

Number of
suppliers

Turn-over
SEK

80%
Inv

80%
Turn-over

Schenker
Åkeri
(Baltzar)

08-01-01
08-06-30

18 565
Invoices

628
suppliers

75 241 048 53
supplier

75
supplier

Table 4:4 Schenker Åkeri scanned invoice2008.01.01-2008.06.30 (Palette/Baltzar)

In the first half of 2008, Schenker Åkeri received 18 565 invoices from 628 suppliers for a total
turnover of 75 241 048 SEK.
80% of the total number of invoices came from 53 suppliers (of 628)
80% of sales came from 75 suppliers.

4.4.1The Palette/Baltzar e-Commerce system

This can be read on Palette homepage:

“With our product, Baltzar, we are currently a market leader in electronic processing of supplier
invoices. We are one of the few companies in the IT industry that has managed to combine a
user-friendly system with a fixed price and on-time delivery.

At Palette, we ensure success by:

• Developing standardized software based on customer needs. In this way, all of our
customers can benefit from shared knowledge.

• Providing cost effective solutions to our customers. We deliver on time and at the agreed
upon price.

• Listening to our customers and knowing that they are satisfied (according to Statistics
Sweden's Satisfied Customer Index).

• Have excellent customer support.

• Addressing customer needs across a wide spectrum of industries and businesses - from
SME's to blue chip companies.

• Maintaining close relationships with our customers. We collaborate with our customers
to develop the system and we maintain an active user association.

• Continuously improving our existing products.

Approximately 500 companies and organizations in 33 countries currently use Baltzar. Our
customers exist mostly in Europe, but can also be found in Russia, USA, South Africa and
Dubai. We launched our new product, Baltzar Business Arena, early in 2006. We have taken a
broad perspective to create an integrated system for the electronic processing of invoices. It
encompasses everything from 'purchase to payment”. (www.baltzar.com)

Schenker Åkeri has used the Baltzar system since 2002. Unfortunately, Schenker Åkeri only uses
the e-Invoice part not the entire system, from ordering to invoice and payment. The system is not
fully implemented.



Paper invoices are scanned by Schenker itself and the invoices are sent directly to Eyes and
Hands another system, for interpretation and image verification. The invoice details and image is
then transferred to Baltzar. Invoices are processed in the authorization system, which means that
every invoice is manually checked and manually accounted before authorization.

Process chart: II.a Direct posting to an account (SAP/R3)

= 112 000 invoices in 2007

2.a   Scanned invoice comes from Logica

2.1a Invoice validation and interpretation. Logica system creates a data file (FIE03SE3) in TIF-
format. The file will be sent daily to Saperion image archive.

2.2a SAP/Z-EFH workflow process. Validation and archiving

2.3a Invoice with missing information sent to HO for manual correction

2.4a Manual preliminary registration in SAP doc W1

2.5a Automatic invoice registration, create doc type W1 

2.6a Accounting process: Create final doc W2 using ZPR for creation and FBV0 for
modification.

2.7a Approval process both reviewer and approver

2.8a Final posting of Vendor Invoice

2.9a Payment in SAP

Invoices are scanned, interpreted and manually validated by Logica AB in Malmö, like above.
The system at Logica will create a data file (FIE03SE3) containing required data field values and
all images (pages) in TIF format. The file will be sent daily to Saperion image archive in the
required format by Saperion/SAP (data part and image part).

Z-EFH (Electronic Invoice Handling) work flow program is specially developed for Schenker by
Logica Company. Validation, archive and Create doc type W1. Invoice with missing information
is sent to Head Office to manual correction and manual preliminary registration.

 “Correct invoice” will be automatically preliminary registered in SAP doc W1.

Accounting process: Create final doc W2 using ZPRP.

The Approval process will be started and both reviewer and approver are necessary.

Final posting of Vendor Invoice and Payment in SAP.



Process chart: II.b. Carriers, Cross border scanned invoice (CIEL)
= 208 000 invoices in 2007

2.b.   Scanned invoice comes from Logica
2.1b  Invoice validation and interpretation
2.2b  Logica system creates a data file (FIE03SE3) in TIF-format.
          The file will be sent daily to Saperion image archive.
2.3b  SAP/Z-EFH workflow process. Validation and archiving.
2.4b Automatic invoice registration, create doc type W1
2.5b  Invoice with missing information is sent to HO/Registration group
2.6b Workflow to manual correction using ZPRP 
2.7b Manual preliminary registration, create doc type W1
2.8b SAP-system Sends preliminary doc W1 to Ciel
2.9b Accounting process: Create final doc W2 using ZPRP for creation and FBV0 for
modification. Set payment block when W2 is created.
2.10b Approval process using a simple transaction screen. CIEL = Release payment block
2.11b Final posting of Vendor Invoice
2.12b Payment in SAP

Process chart: 2.a +2.b. SAP & CIEL invoices (EIH) = 320 000/2007

Company
name

Date Number of
Invoices

Number of
suppliers

Turn-over
SEK

80%
Turn-over

Schenker
EIH

08-01-01
08-06-30

167 890
Invoices

8 850
suppliers

5 224 906 027 1 370
supplier

Table 4:5 Schenker scanned invoice2008.01.01-2008.06.30 SAP & CIEL (EIH)

Between 2008-01-01-2008-06-30, 8 850 suppliers sent 167 890 invoices with a turn-over rate of
about 5 224 thousand millions SEK. 1 370 suppliers respond for 80% of the turn-over rate.

All Cross border production invoices are scanned, interpreted and manually validated by Logica
AB in Malmö. All CIEL preliminary documents (W1) with status “to be allocated in CIEL” are
allocated and sent to CIEL (FI103SE1, FI103SE2). The incoming file to CIEL is updated via
standard “posting” functionality (WIPIV) in CIEL.
The accounting allocation of invoices will be handled in CIEL.
When the invoices are fully allocated in CIEL, they will be sent back to SAP as “final”
document W2 (not a delete) to be posted in Account Payable via IDOC interface (FI203SE1).
Workflow will set “Payment block” status for those documents.
A very simple approval process will be handled in SAP Workflow by blocking/releasing invoice
for payment.



Process chart: III. Internal EDI invoices domestic via e-BS (SAP/R3)

= 15 000 invoices in 2007

3    e-Invoices via e-BS (SAP)

3.1Internal EDI domestic invoices

3.2 e-BS systems create a data file (FIE03SE3) in TIF-format. The file will be sent daily to
Saperion image archive.

3.3 SAP/Z-EFH program. Validation, archive and Create doc type W1

3.4 Invoice with missing info is sent to HO

3.5 Workflow to manual correction and manual registration doc type W1

3.6 Correct Invoices will be automatically registered in SAP system.

3.7 Accounting process

3.8 Invoice control

3.9 SAP/Z-EFH Approval process

3.10 Final posting of Vendor Invoice

3.11 Payment in SAP

The information Broker e-BS, hosted by Logica, receives invoices in different electronic
formats. The system validates all data. If the invoice is not complete, it will be rejected and an e-
mail will be sent to the supplier. E-BS creates a flat file (FIE03SE1) containing data for booking
to SAP and other data required to produce invoice image in SAPERION. (Image Archive). The
original EDI file (FIE03SE2) will also be send to SAPERION for archiving purpose. Saperion
will also generate a document number (fictive scanning-id)

The invoice is manually processed, all the way. When the FASS project starts, the e-BS invoices
will disappear.



Process chart: IV e-Order, e-Subscription and other e-Invoices (Proceedo)

= 24 000 invoices in 2007

4    e-Invoices arrive from supplier
4.1 Proceedo Connect checks that the invoice is correct before the control starts if the supplier is
in the system, the references to orders or subscription, and control of terms of payment.  The
references for ex. e-Order contains the purchase no and ref the “sse “.  For Agreement invoices
the subscriptions’ number is the reference.

4.2 The invoices will be automatically registered in the system
4.3 Correct invoices will be approved, posted in SAP and paid.
4.4 The invoices with missing information will be sent to HO
4.5 Invoices are sent into Workflow to manual correction and after approval
4.6 Payment in SAP

Process chart: V. Railog scanned invoices (CIEL)

= 15 000 invoices in 2007

5    Paper Invoice arrives to Railog division
5.1 Envelope opens and invoices are prepared for scanning
5.2 Internal scanning of invoices by Railog’s Account Payables
5.3 The invoices will be manually registered in the CIEL production system.
5.4 Accounting process

5.5 Invoices will be sent in workflow to both reviewer and approver
5.6 Invoices will be finally posted and sent to SAP/R3 for payment
5.7 Payment to SAP

Since autumn 2008, the supplier invoices intended for Railog AB are handled by Accounts
Payable at the Headquarters. The problem with Railog’s invoices is that Railog in Malmö uses a
different version of CIEL; the two CIEL-versions should be combined before getting the
invoices through EIH, for instance. It would also be recommended getting more supplier
invoices via EDI. Today, about half of Railog’s invoices come as EDI, which means maximum
automation. If there are other major suppliers with a high number of invoices on an annual basis,
this should be a priority for Schenker.



Process chart: VI. EDI invoices to CIEL
= 100 000 invoices in 2007

6    EDI invoices to CIEL Inbound
6.1 RMS, ferries, partners, domestics, insurance and customs
6.2 Into CIEL Inbound the invoices will be validated and verified.
6.3 The invoice is manually accounted by the right person
6.4 The correct invoices are sent to CIEL System
6.5 In Amtrix document invoice will be set to document type I1 for Preliminary and I2 for final
invoice.
6.6 The invoices will be sent to SAP via existing i-Doc interface.
      The EDI invoices are in one file and the deleted ones in another file.
6.7 Deleted preliminary, final and EDI will be posted to SAP via existing BAPI interface
6.8 Final posting of Vendor Invoice
6.9 Payment in SAP

Tractor/Lorry - the project. Schenker should start the first pilot project at PU in Bäckebol,
because they are interested and willing to participate. The Tractor/Lorry project would mean no
more incoming supplier invoices for Schenker; the process will occur through settlement in the
same way as NAV- internal transportation invoices.

 EDI-invoices to CIEL. Among the 320 000 scanned invoices, 65% i.e. over 200 000 invoices are
CIEL Foreign Invoices. For the smaller carriers, which will not be able to settle through
Tractor/Lorry, there should be opportunities to simplify, if not fully automate their invoice flow.
In order to automate the process, Schenker should in cooperation with these suppliers, agree on
the format, information and posting procedure.

Process chart: VII. Air and Ocean freights (Procars)
= 70 000 invoices in 2007

7    Paper Invoice arrives to Air & Ocean district.
7.1 Arrived envelopes are stamped and sorted after the references
7.2 The invoices will be distributed to the right division.
7.3 Manual registration of invoice in Procars system
7.4 Search of shipment number or STT and their connection with the invoice
7.5 If neither STT nor Shipment is found the invoice has to “mature”
7.6 Control the price for Sea freights, if information is missing the incorrect invoice is followed
up



7.7 When invoice comes back to Accounts Payable the invoice has been booked in Procars
7.8 Accounting process in Procars. Verification not given by Procars, written on invoice
7.9 Request a new vendor set-up
7.10 Invoice sent for manual authorization. Accounting is done on paper.
7.11Final posting of invoice in Procars
7.12 Payment in SAP
7.13 Short & Long-term archive, which means that during the first year the invoices have to be
packed in binders and afterwards the invoices should be moved to boxes and be archived in the
basement.   

Process chart: VII. Air and Ocean freights (Procars) = 70 000 invoices in 2007

Company
name

Date Number
of

Invoices

Number of
suppliers

Turn-over
SEK

80%
Turn-over

Schenker
Air&Ocean

08-01-01
08-06-30

59 990
Invoices

428
suppliers

629 066 553 75 supplier

Table 4:6 Schenker Air & Ocean manual invoices 2008.01.01-2008.06.30 (Procars)

Between 2008-01-01-2008-06-30, 428 suppliers sent 59 990 invoices with a turn-over rate of
about 629 066 553 millions SEK. 75 suppliers respond for 80% of the turn-over rate.

Process chart: VIII. e-Invoices Air and Ocean freights (CASS Procars)
= 15 000 invoices in last month of 2008

8. CASS-file with e-Invoices arrive at Air & Ocean district
8.1 The WRQ-system checks that the invoice is correct before the control starts, if the supplier is
in the system, control of terms of payment, etc.
8.2 The invoices will be manually corrected and registered in the system
8.3 The invoices will be registered in Procars system
8.4 Final posting in Procars with doc. Type PL
8.5 Payment in SAP, manual on payment day!

Despite of the many standardization initiatives over the years, it is obvious that Schenker has to
accept the fact that the final goal of 100% electronic invoicing is far away. Instead, Schenker has
to accept invoices in various forms and formats, and according to various agreed business
transaction models.

4.5 Exploring the system supplier side

During the planning phase, the project group met, discussed and had workshops with several
system suppliers. The following IT software suppliers represent various technical solutions and
choices:



 - BasWare is an EIH (Electronic Invoice Handling) and WF (Work Flow) software, which
makes the matching of purchase order with the invoice possible.
 - Docteq is a virtual printer driver, which changes the invoice from paper to electronic format
and distributes the information.
 - Itella is a VAN (value added network) operator which coordinates a variety of formats and
standards.
 - Logica/SAP is an ERP supplier with additional modules.
 - Visma/Proceedo is an e-Commerce system that enables the automated matching of orders and
invoices.

In spite of the fact that the project is just a study, it was my ambition to get everyone involved
from the start, in order to let them know what the overall goals of the study are and my intentions
with it. In order to bring more agreement and to develop a consensus on why Schenker should
change the current way of P2P- from order to the invoice, the group actively participated in
workshops, meetings and a visit at the city of Kungsbacka, which I also referred to in my paper.
The first system supplier the project group met with was: BasWare

4.5.1 BasWare
On the Basware website you can read that the system “provides solutions for two key financial
processes – Enterprise purchase-to-pay and Financial Management. With over 1,200 clients and
650,000 users in more than 50 countries, Basware is the global leader in purchase-to-pay
solutions. Our goal is to develop solutions that meet our customers’ needs and contribute to their
business success. Founded in 1985, Basware is a leader in its field, with 20 years of experience
in financial software development. Our easy-to-use software, quick implementation, and efficient
support make Basware your premier choice for business-critical automated financial processing.”
(www.basware.com).
BasWare Electronic Business solutions consist of: Invoice Automation, Business Transaction,
Procurement, Planning and Reporting, and Data Capture.
It is Business Transaction that is useful and fits well our task. Business Transaction ensures that
Schenker can receive electronic invoices via BasWare’s interface and a third party – Logica AB.
Suppliers can use this service for multiple types of electronic messages through one connection,
quickly and safely.
The group met BasWare twice. The first meeting was an opportunity to decide if Schenker
purchasing and invoicing activities fall naturally into BasWare systems. We also started the
discussions about the changes we need to do to achieve a more efficient P2P-process.

During the second meeting, BasWare made a presentation around the specific issues that we
discussed/raised on our first meeting. BasWare gave us valuable suggestions and ideas on how to
improve both the purchase and the invoice processes with the help of their systems. The
workshops served as a good platform for deep discussions and helped the project group to better
understand why the study is necessary and how the other systems work.

4.5.2 Docteq
We met Docteq, a supplier with another solution – a virtual printer driver, dQ Manager, that can
convert Schenker’s supplier invoices into a file, then set-up the contents according to Schenker's
supplier requests and finally distribute the invoices according to Schenker's requests.
Virtual printer dQ Manager enables the conversion of any printable document into standard
image, and keeps the exact look and feel of the original document. The converted image has the
complete information from the original file without altering characters or fonts. dQ Manager is
easy to install from Docteq’s homepage. Once installed, dQ Manager is simply chosen instead of
the normal printer.



4.5.3 Itella Corporation
Itella offers northern Europe's most comprehensive information logistics service. On their
website, one can read: “Our goal is that through our knowledge and 30 years of experience, and
our simple and cost effective solutions, to help our customers streamline their business processes
and thus become more competitive.” Our capabilities include:

Printing and distribution: Printing, enveloping, postage optimization, targeted marketing
messages on the invoice.
Electronic business: e-Invoice such as EDI / XML, extranet solutions
Storing and retrieving: Long-term Storage on microfiche, data migration from old computer
systems, interactive storing and archiving solutions.
Scanning and data capture: scanning, data capture and Invoice Manager.
Customer Service: Customer service, telemarketing, automatic phone answering machine and
voice control (www.itella.se).

We met Itella because I believed that there was a VAN-(value added network) operator, meaning
that other companies could enjoy their network. Itella also managed the scanned invoices, which
Schenker already scanned at Logica.

4.5.4 SAP/R3/R3 with SRM and MM-modules from Logica
We met Logica at a workshop where they presented their SAP/R3/SRM solution.
Logica is a major international force in IT and business services and an e-business partner for
Schenker. Schenker is currently using Logica’s total invoice management to scan and archive
inbound and outbound invoices in order to deliver cost savings and efficient processes.
Logica presented us the solution that they have already implemented at another Swedish
customer. Logica’s responsibility in the project was as follows:
–  Implementation of SAP/R3 SRM and integration with external catalogue marketplace supplier
–  Implementation of SAP/R3 MM/WM for stock materials
–  Implementation of integrated scenarios from catalogue to purchase requirement, purchase

order, stock reservations and  supplier communication
–  Overall responsibility for the solution design

Project’s targets were the following:

Easy Guided Ordering process, increase loyalty agreements in purchases and streamline the
buying/purchase process, savings of 10-15 million / year

Integration with the storage/stockroom; same ordering process for ordering stock goods and
goods from the supplier

Same purchase process for ordering materials and services

Reduce the number of “wild” invoices (impulse purchasing) <2%

After the workshop, the project group had the opportunity to discuss directly with both Logica
and its customer and find out the changes between the old and the current state of the process,
and the specific work-activities that were changed or eliminated by, for example, automating the
purchase order instead of  typing it manually. The workshop provided a detailed and accurate
understanding of what Schenker should achieve with a new e-Procurement system, not only



technically but more in terms of education and behaviour. Giving more time to people is an
important strategic weapon, which improves the value-added purchasing.

4.5.5 Reference visit at Kungsbacka municipality regarding Visma/Proceedo
Schenker already uses the Visma/Proceedo e-Procurement system, but I wanted a second opinion
from another user of the system.
Our Kungsbacka colleagues’ basic view is that E-Commerce is not only about handling invoices
electronically but also about managing the whole buying process from the need to the payment.

Their vision is to use Visma/Proceedo:
• From ordering to payment as a complete solution
• For both E-Procurement and e-Invoice
• For attesting the order before its submission, new authorization rules
• For the matching of invoice

We visited Kungsbacka municipality to hear how they perceive Visma/Proceedo.
In the spring of 2005, the municipality decided to introduce the system. The background to their
initiative was the same as ours: a large number of purchases were made outside the agreement
resulting in high costs. In addition, many orders were placed by phone, fax, or/and via visits –
which can lead to misunderstandings and wrong deliveries.
It seems that Kungsbacka municipality has come a long way in using Visma/Proceedo and they
continue to do so on the same high speed and with the same great energy.

4.6 Functionality and integration

Schenker Sweden
 Receives 560,000 invoices per year (2007) from 16,000 suppliers
 The Top 2 000 suppliers cover 450,000 invoices
 95% of suppliers submit less than 10 invoices per year

Suppliers           Invoices
20%                                                  80%

Fig.4:7Supplier-Invoice relation, my own interpretation

However, Schenker noticed that scanning is only an intermediate solution in their attempt to
make the entire process electronic.
Searching for streamlined P2P processes and better Invoice handling process, Schenker
Company is looking at electronic purchasing and invoicing as a potential solution. The e-
invoicing market, however, is exceptionally diverse and each market seems to have its own
preferred way of operating.



This large number of offerings’ standards slowed the market development down by confusing
and complicating the connection process between buyer and supplier.

In order to take part in the mechanical matching between orders and invoices and capture the
entire savings potential that P2P process would entail, the supplier's system must be integrated
with Schenker's two production systems, CIEL and Procars.
BasWare has, today, most integrations on the systems’ market in terms of e-Procurement and e-
Invoice, but unfortunately, among their over 200 already integrated systems there is neither
CIEL nor Procars. To be on the safe side , after being told that Schenker Finland uses BasWare
system, I contacted the CFO/financial manager who could confirm that they use indeed BasWare
for both e-Procurement and e-Invoices, but also that they have the production system CIEL
outside BasWare.

Another automated solution could be SAP/R3 's module SRM and MM, a solution that Logica
had presented at the workshop. Schenker already uses SAP/R3 as ERP business system. In order
for Schenker to be able to scan the supplier invoices, receive them as a file, and integrate and
automate the workflow process, Logica has developed a workflow system, called EIH
(Electronically Invoice Handling).

The EIH workflow is specifically designed for Schenker’s need. This makes it both difficult and
expensive to implement the new versions of SAP/R3.
Moreover, currently, Schenker does not use MM module (Material Management), nor SRM
(Supplier Relationship Management) since the material acquisition is made via the two
production systems CIEL and Procars. Schenker has initially thought of using the SAP/R3 only
as a financial system with FI / CO modules (Financial and Control). To partly implement these
new modules required to use the SAP/R3 system fully, and partly build a new standardized
workflow would cost too much time and money and require too many changes for a large
number of people.
For me, one of the important criteria for selecting the best vendor system software are those
focusing on:
- Schenker’s business requirements
- Functionality, any good e-Procurement system will provide catalog, ordering and payment

functionality; the success of the system, however, is dependent upon Schenker’s co-workers
and managers being able to complete and use the systems from their computers.

- User friendly, another very important issue, particularly for the non-purchasing co-workers at
Schenker. All the Schenker’s co-workers are responsible for the success of the P2P-project
and should be encouraged and educated to take “possession” of the success themselves.

- Explaining the benefits of using the system – an open and consistent communication with
both the executive and operating level is crucial to the success of the project.



____________________________________________________________________________

CHAPTER 5 Analyses
This chapter starts with the analysis of the theoretical reference and the project material; I
report for those parts that have most importance for the research’s result. The analysis links up
with the study’s purpose and with the help of the theory gives an interpretation of the project.

5. The evolution of the modern business

Externally, it seems that Schenker has already built a great base for a "modern" business
organization. As a matter of fact, Schenker has really done it. With two worldwide production
systems, CIEL, for the domestic transport sector, and Procars, for the Ocean freight and air cargo
operations, SAP/R3 as ERP financial system and not just one but two e-Commerce systems,
Palette/Baltzar and Visma/Proceedo, Schenker’s platform seems to be able to achieve the
company’s operational objectives. However, at a closer analysis, the whole foundation looks like
a "nice" façade; a façade that shall impress and legitimize the market trends, one that splits up
whatever Schenker "says" and what, in reality, Schenker "does". This is how one can interpret
the fact that the e-Commerce system Visma/Proceedo is used for less than 5% of the total annual
invoices, and even less for the order administration.

The "modern" business organization means, according to the scientists, finding new and simpler
ways of working by reconfiguring and eliminating all the steps than do not add-value, and really
make the ‘purchase to pay’ process more efficient. However, Schenker’s current situation does
not support the theory.

With the help of new technologies and innovative thinking, as Cortada (2000) and Evans &
Wurster (2000) argue, Schenker should steer its attention toward new processes, in order to
develop new "value added chain" concepts in its "modern" business organization. Each step
should, according to the researchers,” create an understanding of the process view. If the result
turns out to be whatever was intended to be, it’s a leadership issue, since, according to Peter
Koestenbaum, “as a leader, everything is your responsibility, because you always could have
chosen otherwise." At Schenker, looks like the new processes have turned out to be, many times,
a copy of the old ones. It looks as if the new modern technology has nothing more to give
Schenker than to continue in the same old fashion but with new tools, when in fact, IT
technology is in itself a way to develop Schenker’s activities. The digital linkage provides the
foundation for the new, untapped ways of doing business: in real time and with the entire world
ahead of us, we all get connected through the same information flow.

As Schenker works globally, it is important to move forward in several ways simultaneously.
But it is also important to do so by having a close dialogue and cooperation with both its
customers and suppliers.

5.1 From transaction to relationship and networks

Evans & Wurster (2000) write that there are different types of business strategies and various
types of IT-portfolios that these strategies require. Schenker, as many other companies, is



investing in IT to achieve various management objectives. The accordance/agreement between
Schenker’s various departments’ immediate business objectives can be low, which can easily
cause their interests to conflict with each other. Therefore, an important part of the agreement
process is to move the point of view from a competitive to a collaborative relationship, from
short term competitive gain to long-term collaboration grow, from single transaction to long-
term relationship.

With regard to the P2P processes, both the project and the theory have agreed that it involves a
variety of professions with specific knowledge, responsibilities and roles. Whether as a
purchaser, buyer, economist or employee, everyone comes directly or indirectly in contact with
the P2P (from need to payment) processes. This requires a strong commitment and attitude in
order to achieve a result and realize the expected / desired effects.

Schenker should pay more attention to the important role its co-workers play in the IT design
and business development and discover the “bricoleurs and thinkerers” They represent the
innovation, the new irreproducible methods based on competency and creativeness.

To allow the data to flow in an integrated manner and to increase the value of each part,
Schenker must be seen and experienced as a whole instead of divided islands with different
departments. In the same way Schenker offers the most optimized information flow in its
logistics, it should find ways to optimize the information flow in its activities. P2P project is a
way in which the information can reach faster to the right person and in real time.

5.2 e-Commerce

Rik Drommond writes that e-Commerce means doing business without using paper. That is
exactly what P2P is about: introducing the same standardized work procedures to all Schenker’s
co-workers who purchase or manage orders and supplier invoices, i.e. everyone concerned with
P2P processes.

The theory shows that IT and the technological developments open the way for entirely new
solutions. Schenker has long used the IT technology, but it is only in recent years that it has
begun to exploit its full potential to deal with the internal administration. The technology also
gives new opportunities to work across functions between departments, to be more self-service-
oriented and also to work more efficiently within Schenker. The technology offers many
incredible opportunities and it should be controlled by the operational requirements. And it must
be governed from the top with power and energy!

Schenker Company invests substantial resources to develop more valuable e-services for its
clients. For some reason, however, Schenker does not invest in Purchase- and Supplier- invoices,
even though the purchasing has most direct impact on Schenker’s results.
1 000 SEK (Swedish crowns) in reduced purchasing costs mean 1 000 SEK (Swedish crowns) in
profit, while 1 000 SEK (Swedish crowns) in increased sales only mean 50, 100 or 150 SEK
(Swedish crowns) in profit. Despite that simple arithmetic shows directly the result of the
purchasing department's work, Purchasing and Accounts Payable still do not get the attention
they deserve.

EDI - is one of the several ways offered to standardize Schenker’s working procedure. Already
today, as I reported in the previous chapter, EDI is used for incoming supplier invoices. These
EDI invoices are associated with the production system CIEL and are fully automated, making
the process completely standardized, integrated and automatically controlled. Schenker would



commit more resources to find the major suppliers that would consider implementing EDI to
facilitate direct communication with Schenker. Of the over 200 000 CIEL invoices that come in
today as scanned invoices (see flow chart 2.b), a large number are invoices that could be handled
as EDI invoices instead of scanned.

EDI implementation means, according to Fredholm and the already existing EDI providers that
have developed EDI technology between them and Schenker, several strategic benefits that both
Schenker and these EDI providers could take part of:
- Long-terms partnerships because it involves a commitment.
- Increased loyalty between Schenker and the EDI-supplier, meaning that Schenker buys from

the same seller. This means for the seller more selling transactions, but it also means that the
companies can access their partner’s database to retrieve and store standard transactions.

- Lower prices because Schenker’s purchasers are buying more rationally. When Schenker
stipulates an agreement with the supplier, it will be possible to buy at the lower price.

- Better environmental awareness: by eliminating paper, one can save the environment and that
is an important goal for Schenker.

- Better control and follow-up with the help of computer-to-computer data transfer reduces the
number of errors. The information can flow freely and the documents are accurate. It gives
also more transparency and traceability.

There are even more internal effects that Schenker can benefit from by adding resources to link
more suppliers to EDI. Fredholm mentions that EDI is only 20% technology; the rest of 80% is
leadership as well as the implementation and understanding of the new routine. To understand
the benefits and the use of EDI is a necessity that must be communicated from the beginning.
With a sense of nearness, EDI enables companies to send and receive large amounts of routine
transaction information quickly and freely around the world, meaning that EDI can save a
considerable amount of money. But EDI can also create a relationship of trust that is highly
valued in today's fiercely competitive market. The establishment of trust reduces the risk of
opportunism for both Schenker's purchaser and the suppliers.

WEB-EDI is a technology that Schenker offers to its suppliers today. Dykert & Fredholm’s
(2004) view is that WEB-EDI is not the best solution in all cases. Their explanation is that WEB-
EDI forces the supplier to deal with a variety of solutions. The risk is that Schenker may be
perceived as "difficult" by the supplier that places orders in Schenker’s system. Schenker is just
one of the many other customers that the supplier is trading with.
WEB-service is another service that is currently used at Schenker. The service is hosted by
Logica and called e-BS; Schenker gets internal invoices via e-BS, but thereafter, the process is
completely manual. See picture: (Process chart: III)

ASP Solution is, in accordance with the researchers, “an attractive alternative, with a reasonable
price and a modern technology with a rational way of working." Visma/Proceedo is an e-
Commerce system with on-demand solution, which does that the requirements on the technical
side are not necessary as long as Schenker uses the On-demand supplier to assist with the IT
knowledge. For Schenker and especially for the Central Purchasing and Accounts Payable is
more important the knowledge and understanding of how P2P processes can be more effective.
No supplier or IT system can change Schenker’s own practices!

5.3 The enterprise as a “value added chain”

Automation technology offers Schenker the ability to eliminate manual work and the
inefficiencies within the manual purchasing and invoicing processes. By automating the whole



package of purchasing document, accessing in the prefer formats that suppliers prefer to receive
and sending of supply chain information, Schenker can increase the process efficiency.
Automation is necessary to establish a higher service level at Schenker Central Procurement and
Accounts Payable. The main reason for Schenker to automate the purchase and invoice processes
is to accommodate growth, reduce transactions costs and improve services.
Another important aspect that P2P-project wanted to accomplish is to save time.
Several researchers, including Cortada (2001) or Evans & Wurster (2000), talk about how these
new technologies allow the whole chain to be quicker; the more speed the greater the
profitability that will be generated. When the purchaser does not need to spend time ordering by
phone, fax, or personal purchases in the stores and instead spends the time on more strategic
activities, this saved time can be used to fulfill the promises and professionalism during each
negotiation. It is not just about setting goals, it is about realizing them too!

5.4 Traditional purchase

Kalakota & Robinson (2001) define purchasing as all the activities connected to the buying
process. The definition can be applied to both the traditional and new way of purchasing. What
really makes the traditional purchase feel so obsolete and resource demanding, are the
administrative activities’ costs such as, for instance, Order processing costs, i.e. costs to handle
orders as well as transfer orders from the supplier to its own system, costs of reporting and
managing orders, which requires considerably more time and more manual work in comparison
with the electronic procedure. Then, the invoice shall also be handled in the same way to be paid
and lastly, archived and saved for 10 years, in accordance with the Swedish practice. Between
each activity, in agreement with Neef (2001), a large number of copies are used; these will be
also archived in binders and kept as future evidence and information. Neef (2001) further argues
that some telephone calls are also needed to eliminate any inaccuracies and misconceptions.
Then, the certification process, which is divided in two, follows: the technical part, which shall
be authorized by the manager with the right expertise, and the financial part that shall be
authorized by the customer's superior. Neef (2001) estimates that the authorization process will
take anywhere from three weeks to a few months.

There are the redundant processes, which correspond well with the studied theories that
Schenker should really review because these are nothing more than evidence of inefficient
purchasing habits. The fact that at Schenker is accepted the use of any channel (personal
purchases, telephone order, fax, direct purchase in stores, etc..), although there has been an e-
Commerce system in place for a long time, suggests that Visma/Proceedo system is a
procurement policy the Schenker’s staff do not own - they see the system as a barrier rather than
an opportunity to save money. It seems that the system was installed and then forgotten, given
what the number of invoices/orders show.

The processes should ensure that the activities are performed in a safe and efficient manner and
help to meet Schenker’s responsibilities and objectives. Schenker's globalization and corporate
perspective should provide a greater opportunity to achieve common solutions and thus benefit
from economies of scale. The reality, however, looks differently at Schenker. Instead of
coordinating and optimizing the process, several equivalent systems are financed while none of
them are used in accordance with their potential. It is the use that determines the size of the
beneficial effects, and the desired effects will only occur when Schenker and its co-workers, will
change their working practices and go from the traditional to the electronic approach. Explaining
away the facts with historical reasoning is both naive and irrational.



5.5 Neither Direct nor Indirect – Just e-Procurement

Kalakota & Robinson’s (2001) strongest argument is that the purchase process must be
completely restructured, rather than to change small parts of it. The traditional paper-based
purchasing shall be replaced by the more efficient online purchasing activities.
The electronic communication has made the information flow possible throughout the P2P chain,
from placing e-orders to the payment of the invoice.  New rules are required because of the new
interactions between Visma/Proceedo and Schenker’s Central Purchasing, as well as between
Central Purchasing and management at Schenker.

For the co-workers who place the order, there are several consequences of accessing the system:
when the co-workers use the system they do not have the liberties that they used to have before.
Now, the purchase system limits and demands certain routines for interacting with the system
and with the other system participants. The whole network becomes visible and transparent.
Dependence and concrete interaction are the new supply chain approaches. Monitoring all the
new purchasers gives more trustworthiness, innovativeness and self-reflection. If Schenker can
establish trust between the Central Procurement and its key suppliers, the risk and the
opportunism can be reduced and better collaborations and relationships are developed.

5.6 Traditional invoice versus e-Invoice

To support a rational and uniform handling of invoices, back in 2001, the EU Council released a
new regulation that takes in account and supports the new emerging way of working. Thus,
several of the old rules are considered to see if they allow, for instance, to change the invoices’
form or medium (e.g., from paper to electronic format and from hard drive to CD or USB),
invoices format (from paper to EDIFACT and several other formats), or use information
technology to exchange invoices with the content expressed as a code, so that the code can be
completed after receipt with corresponding text descriptions according to the translation tables
that the transmitter and the receiver agreed to apply (EDI).

However, there are requirements for including system documentation and history to ensure that
the accounts can be understood, tracked and filed for 10 years according to the Swedish law.

Repetitive, manual, tedious tasks can be eliminated by going from the traditional invoice
handling process to e-Invoice where the whole chain, from needs to payment, can be used. Every
step, Arrival Registration, Verification against orders or invoices, Coding and manual posting to
an account, audit and authorization for payment, takes time and enormous resources. The time
and costs of the billing process and the cycle time can actually be reduced. e-Invoicing saves
time and money and gives Schenker extra value. e-Invoice means streamlining through manual
administrative work; the benefits are significant given that the actual process becomes much
faster, and the invoice transfer safer with significant quality increases. No invoices are lost.

5.7 Process flow

Procurement process
In times of economic and financial crises, there is a growing demand for shorter lead times; it is
important to have an effective and resource-saving enterprise in order to survive. One way for
Schenker to succeed and escape the crisis is to optimize the process between departments such as
Central Procurement, Accounts Payable and IT System.



My project work had as a starting point the processes that I have been introduced to or those I
have been part of through my observations and by "walking the process" myself.

Based on the empirical data from the study, the orders’ submission is done in different ways
through several channels, according to Table 4:1: The Current Purchase process; the purchases at
IT, Land Division, Air & Ocean, Property and Schenker Åkeri are manually ordered, meaning
that all steps are conducted manually. Schenker’s purchase processes are currently, according to
theory, redundant, inefficient and a sign of poor purchase habits.
Central Procurement is the only department where an e-Procurement system (Visma/Proceedo) is
used to help the Schenkers co-workers to place the orders. By using the automated data entry, an
ample amount of manual work would be reduced. In fact, every e-order would save at least 129:-
SEK for Schenker. This is an achievable reduction of the transaction cost, according to the
project’s empirical data information.
Relating to the project's material, Schenker shows a need to:
- Increase the use of Visma/Proceedo in the suborder and order process, which today is done in

different ways throughout the organization.

HOW?

- By structuring the purchase process concerning both production and non-production-related
goods / services

- By streamlining the purchasing process; we reduce the amount of paper work to be
completed and in exchange, we can focus on "real data"

- By training staff and creating the conditions for e-purchasing, i.e. co-workers' "self service"
- By better integrating Visma/Proceedo with the company’s SAP/R3 (Vendor Master Data)
- By raising the purchasing function to a position of strategic importance within the

organization.

There are about 60 000 orders per year that could be placed via Visma/Proceedo, instead of using
the other purchase channels and 60 000 recurrently buying. If only 40% of these would be e-
orders over the upcoming year, it would mean a saving of over 6 million Swedish crowns for
Schenker. The goal of 40% is perfectly possible to realize.

120 000 orders*40% = 48 000

48 000*129 = 6 192 000:- SEK (Swedish Crowns)

Invoice process

As I have already mentioned in the method, not all the invoice flows need to be changed. The
processes that the project has looked closely at and analyzed are as follows:
Process chart I: Schenker Åkeri scanned invoices by Baltzar/Palette
Process chart IIb: Carriers, Cross border scanned invoice (CIEL)
Process chart V: Railog scanned invoices (CIEL)
Process chart VII. Air and Ocean Freight (Procars)
The remaining processes are already automated and therefore, do not need to be included in the
analysis.

In 2005, based on a thorough feasibility study, Schenker's Finance department started the
"scanning of supplier invoices" project. In my study, I have used the figures related to my
calculations from this project. I believe that by using figures that are "Schenker real" and not



figures based on other studies and calculations, the study's credibility becomes even higher.
Although the figures can seem too low and old, they are reliable and objective.

Process handling Paper
Invoice

Scanned
Invoice

e-Invoice
without match

Proceedo
match/EDI

Total cost/Invoice 26,16 € 13,86 € 9,35 € 0,19 €

 Table 5:1Process Invoice handling, Total Cost/Invoice

In addition to approximately 120 000 orders for indirect materials and services annually,
Schenker handles, in accordance with the project’s result analysis, around 560 000 supplier
invoices annually. Of these, are, today, in accordance with the Invoice handling from the
previous chapter:

Process chart I: Schenker Åkeri scanned invoices (Baltzar/Palette)
Schenker Åkeri handled during 2007 about 25 000 invoices. Schenker Åkeri scans these invoices
internally, and verifies and validates them by using a system called Eyes & Hands. The invoice
file is sent to the Åkeri’s own e-Commerce system, Palette/Baltzar. The system is used only to
distribute the scanned invoices throughout the organization for accounting, audit, inspection and
certification. All the steps are then executed manually because there is no integration between
the order and the invoice and the system is used only as e-Invoice and not as e-Commerce, where
automatic matching of orders and invoices would be possible. The cost of processing Schenker
Åkeri’s supplier invoices is today 13.86 € / invoice. This indicates a cost per year:
25 000 invoices/year *13,86 = 345 500 €

The fact that Schenker's management initially agreed to buy, install and maintain two e-
Commerce systems, i.e. Palette/Baltzar and Visma/Proceedo, does not seem sufficiently thought
through.
Since Palette/Baltzar only uses e-invoicing and not e-ordering, it becomes easy and efficient for
me to terminate the agreement with the Palette. There is no reason for Schenker to pay the
maintenance of two similar systems, of which one is used for only a small fraction of the actual
invoice flow.
Baltzar should thus migrate into Visma/Proceedo.
The code dimensions that users want to have can be addressed and included.

Why Visma/Proceedo?

- It is already used today for e-purchases, not just e-Invoice as Palette/Baltzar.
-  The about 50-75 suppliers that, according to the Table 4:4, are responsible for 80% of both
invoices and/or 80% of sales/turnover can quickly and easily be inserted into the system by
contract, catalog, or free text, which makes matching possible and therefore the whole process
more efficient.
  - Increasing the accuracy and data control and reducing the number of suppliers would mean a
drastic reduction in costs.



How?

- Palette/Baltzar should migrate into Visma/Proceedo.
50% of the invoices would be e-Invoices in Visma/Proceedo, without match
50% of the invoices would be e-Invoices with match. This could result in a saving of:
12 500 invoices * 9.35           = 116 875
12 500 invoices * 0.19                                      =     2 375
Total cost                             =119 250 €

Current cost: 25 000 invoices per year * 13.86 = 345 500 €
Future cost: 25 000 invoices per year                = 119 250 €
Savings           = 227 250 €

The money/savings should be used to develop e-Commerce and train staff on the new tasks.

Process chart II.b. Carriers, Cross border scanned invoice (CIEL)
There are totally 320 000 scanned invoices, among them, there are over 200 000 CIEL invoices
with a great potential for streamlining. The scanning makes invoice management cheaper,
according to the calculation (Attachment 1:1), and takes care of the internal distribution
electronically as the invoice is already in the ERP system as an image. However, all the work
with the invoice, i.e. accounting, audit, certification and verification, is done on the old
traditional way - manually. Monotonous and resource demanding! By launching the
Tractor/Lorry pilot project, more than half of these invoices would more likely be eliminated.
Among the suppliers that send a large number of invoices, those who can should send invoices
through the EDI Agreement.

50% of invoices EDI,        100 000 * 0.19 =   19 000
50% of invoices Tractor/Lorry 100 000 * 9.35 = 935 000
Total cost           = 954 000

Current cost: 200 000 inv * 13.86        = 2 772 000 €
Future cost                                                        = 954 000
Savings                             = 1 820 775 €

Process chart V. Railog scanned invoices (CIEL)

Of the 15 000 invoices received by Railog, about 8 000 are scanned and the remaining 7 000 are
EDI invoices, i.e. completely automated. In connection with the integration of their version of
CIEL with Schenker’s version, would be recommended to start a smaller project that would find
the suppliers with most transactions and most invoices sent to Schenker and connect them to the
EDI (CIEL-Inbound).

EDI Invoices 7 000 * 0.19 =     1 330
50% of today's EDI 4 000 * 0.19 =        760
50% scanned invoices        4 000 * 13.86 = 55 440
Total cost      57 530

Current cost: 8 000 * 13.86 = 110 880
Current cost: 7 000 * 0.19                       =     1 330
Total cost:                                          = 112 210
Future cost                                              =   57 530
Savings  =  54 680 €



Process chart VII. Air and Ocean freights (Procars)

ProCars supplier invoices are, besides CASS, entirely manual. The aim should be to make the
process more automated.

How?
By deducting the "inter-companies” invoices, I expect around. 40%, i.e.

35 000 invoices to be entirely automated.

 - Another part would be EDI invoices, in agreement with the suppliers

 - For the remaining supplier invoices, I would recommend the EIH solution with the workflow
that is made for CIEL and reusable.

  - By eliminating the manual process that takes more time and could easily be wrong, it would
be easier to focus on better management, e-purchasing and e-invoicing.

70 000 invoices are completely manually managed, i.e. they have the highest probable cost.

50% of today's EDI 35 000 * 0.19      = 6 650
50% of today's scanned 35 000 * 13.86   = 485 100
Total cost = 491 750

Current cost: 70 000 * 26.16 = 1 831 200 €
Future cost                                                 = 491 750 €
Savings = 1 339 450 €

The total savings consist of:
Order savings 120 000 orders*40% = 48 000

48 000*129 = 6 192 000:-SEK    560 870 €

1. Process chart I: Schenker Åkeri scanned invoice (Baltzar/Palette)    227 250 €
2. Process chart II.b. Carriers, Cross border scanned invoice (CIEL) 1 820 775 €
3. Process chart V. Railog scanned invoices (CIEL)      54 680 €
4. Process chart VII. Air and Ocean freights (Procars)                                    1 339 450 €

Total Process Savings                                 = 4 003 025 €

The entire savings potential is based, in my opinion, on the prospect to quickly start a project that
would simultaneously work to automate the process by matching the invoice with the order. The
outcome of a matching is already posted to an account invoice that has been automatically
checked against the purchase order for right price and right quantity.
The matching provides better support to the operational control as it makes the price and quantity
discrepancies between orders and invoices visible. It also provides the ability to measure whether
our suppliers comply with the agreements and also to establish a more efficient invoice process.

How do we know that several positive effects and cost savings can be achieved?
P2P - the project includes several tools and approaches but there are two basic purposes that
create opportunities to streamline the entire purchasing process - from need to paid invoice.



-     Finding the best way and offering simple solutions to connect the providers, and being able
to send e-Invoices without great expense.
-  Being able to match orders against invoices

Schenker AB has already achieved measurable results by introducing the scanning of paper
invoices; however, the input of Accounts Payable and the verification process that comes with it
makes the process time-consuming. The more invoices are in the flow the greater the cost and
inefficiency of the process. The goal is to speed up the process by getting the suppliers to send
only e-Invoices. As a result, the number of suppliers and invoice errors would be reduced. In
addition, we would fully automate the process through matching, which means big savings.
The overall change is that a significant number of Schenker’s co-workers would use the e-
Commerce system Visma/Proceedo that handles both e-orders and e-Invoices in an automated
way. This is in order to secure the quality of the process, ease the burden on the user and
improve the communication with Schenker’s suppliers. All types of orders from the already
registered suppliers can conveniently be ordered directly from them. As soon as new suppliers
need to be added, it is Central Procurement’s responsibility to plan and manage the issue with the
system’s supplier.

These, together and after consultation with the supplier, perform the connection to the system.
The daily generated suborders and the ordering process have been mapped in order to better
assure the quality and streamline of the process. Then, a detailed description has been developed
for each activity separately. In addition to the description, there are some calculations based on
figures I received from the Finance and Purchasing department. In the final phase, I report how
the future processes should be launched and how to follow-up on the savings obtained by using
the new processes. Harison & Hoek (2008) agree that if the processes are identified, changes in
the existing practices can be implemented in a simpler and more transparent way, to ensure the
operation process.

5.8 Added value with e-Procurement and e-Invoice system

As Smock et al (2007) write, Accounts Payable and purchasing must work well together. The
key to efficiency is to minimize the number of “touches” along the invoice journey.

In this study, an effort is made to find methods to decrease the manual work associated with the
purchase and the invoice handling process. The report is divided into four sections: the
procurement process, the invoice handling process the communication process and the technique.

The primary focus is on increasing the automation in the invoice transactions process.
The reward of e-Procurement is well documented. In an enterprise with buyers distributed
throughout the organization, e-Procurement allows purchasing professionals to take back control
of the purchasing process. With all purchases going through an e-Procurement system, the
purchasing department can ensure that buying complies with negotiated contracts. It reduces the
“maverick” or off-contract purchasing.
At the same time, e-Procurement streamlines and automates the purchasing process by
eliminating paper or faxed purchase orders, and supplier responses. Instead, standardized
electronic documents reduce human errors and dramatically speed up purchase and order
processing, cutting time from days or weeks to minutes. Workflows in the e-Procurement
software correctly route requests for approval. In accordance with the presented theories,
Schenker's savings would come from:



Process Automation savings: The most feasible saving and easiest to calculate in advance, is the
automation power, attained through the information being automatically recorded, controlled and
processed in the system. An electronic message, such as an order or invoice, does not need to be
dealt with manually. The time needed for typing/inputting the data in the system, reviewing and
verification of data can be completely eliminated.

Increased quality: A consequence of the automated process is that the number of errors in, for
instance, documents and deliveries can be virtually eliminated. The information once registered
can be reused again and again, both in the own company and among the business partners in the
supply chain. By automatically transferring the information between the systems, mistakes
happen very seldom. Both transparency in what is done, by whom and in what way and
traceability bring about an increased quality and strategy.

Lead times can be reduced: Traditionally, paper documents are sent with the goods; in some
cases, though, the documents may arrive after the cargo. By using electronic communications,
order confirmations can be made in advance so the various parties in the value chain can plan
their activities and thus more quickly carry out their part of the process. As a result, significant
better opportunities for planning and monitoring are created.

Purchasing cost savings. There are many examples of companies that reward their customers
who place orders electronically with discounts or other benefits, simply because these customers
incur fear cost. We have long heard of the "paperless office" but in reality we experience that
even more paper is consumed. In today's environmental awareness, this is another aspect that
Schenker's co-workers should live up to.

Increased contract fidelity: Yet more gains can be obtained by regulating the purchase through
agreement. Manual purchase is more difficult to control. IT systems can be instructed to send a
certain type of goods orders to suppliers with whom there is an agreement. In this way, one can
make sure that favorable business agreements with net prices actually are in place. The suppliers
that make note of it are also becoming more receptive to negotiating good prices.

Focus on core business: When systems are taking over many of the routine matters between the
company's different departments, the number of errors decreases and more time becomes
available for staff to devote to more qualitative tasks. Topics such as quality, agreements and
development can get more attention.

Strategic investment: Working with electronic commerce is a strategic issue. Most people realize
that this is a natural part of the future and being able to demonstrate to the world that your
company keeps up with the modern technology and methods can be valuable.

Efficiency Strategies should be a necessary tool in today's world financial and economic crises.



CHAPTER 6 Recommendation
Below are my own reflections that are based on the theoretical frame of reference and the
collected project material, which has been analyzed in the previous chapter. The purpose of this
chapter is to answer the issues raised in the study and give my recommendations to Schenker
Company. The recommendations are based on my analysis about how Schenker should change
their work processes in order to fully succeed in the use of the e-Commerce system
Visma/Proceedo and get more effective P2P processes.

6. Time to act

The focus of my study is to investigate how to further develop the P2P concept (from purchase to
payment). Based on the obtained knowledge it should recommend a solution that makes the
process more efficient.

Problem discussion

• How to create rational purchase-to-pay processes across organizational departments?

My initial encouragement/recommendation is directed at Schenker Company – from the highest
management to all Co-workers that in one way or another place an order or/and handle invoices:
do it through using Visma/Proceedo. Visma/Proceedo is not only the Central Procurement
department’s system; it is also the entire Schenker’s e-Commerce system!

To realize this would mean:
• Commitment from the leadership

The implementation and usage of more efficient purchase to payment processes, affects a big
part of the organization and its co-workers. It becomes important that leadership is involved and
actively shows interest and supports the project.

•  Commitment from the co-workers
To get the co-workers to use the Visma/Proceedo system completely, can be difficult. As a part
of the project, an education strategy should be developed.

•  New behaviour, routines and work methods
The organization’s co-workers are the most important target group and interested party when the
P2P-project’s recommendation is implemented.
The challenge is found not only in the technology but also in the individual purchase behaviour
and in the future changes, both in invoice routines and work modes.

The study’s result shows that cooperation between the Central Procurement department, the
Accounts Payable department and the IT-system suppliers is critical for achieving results. These
departments must collaborate with the suppliers and together obtain an open and efficient
information flow. A working group from these departments should build a strong project team
with multi-knowledge, defined roles and responsibilities to require the information input and the
necessary involvement. Invoicing is just one of the processes in the end-to-end trade process and
has a strong dependency on all other processes.



The principal objective is to “fully-use” the Visma/Proceedo system to streamline the P2P-
process. To “Fully-use” means that Visma/Proceedo has to be gradually self-developed, and no
longer be seen as only the Central Procurement department’s system.

129:- SEK per order is the difference in cost savings between placing an order by phone, fax or
through personal visits and placing an order in the Visma/Proceedo system. When all the co-
workers receive clear information about these savings, they will realize that it is worth the effort.

• How to standardize processes in an environment with several system solutions to achieve
greater efficiency?

The primary challenge that the P2P-project faces when attempting to create a complete e-
Procurement solution is the need to integrate multiple and decentralized procurement and back-
office systems into one centralized procurement process.

The demand for lower purchase and invoice handling costs, shorter lead times, reduced
environmental influence, and fewer errors are some factors that, according to the theories I have
presented, push the development towards more efficient and standardized processes. Purchase
and Accounts Payable generate large amounts of information from order placements, deliveries
and invoicing, which makes the manual handling of all this information very resource
demanding. Standardization is a MUST!

Standardization is a ground premise for using Information Technology in the best way possible.
As I already mentioned in the study, Schenker’s problem is not that it lacks IT-systems, on the
contrary it has too many that are not being used to their complete potential.

The standardization of purchase processes by using Visma/Proceedo makes an efficient invoice
process possible. The purchase standardization and automated matching between orders and
invoices also provide benefits to the invoicing. Besides visibility and transparency, e-invoices
are more secure than the traditional ones:

- Accessibility – if there is a need, the invoice shall be available to the users
- Authorization – confidential information, only authorized persons shall have access to it
- Integrity – guard against data forgery
- Traceability – be able to trace changes

Once again it shows how important it is to think cross-organizational. Instead of a manual data
input, which is both time demanding and leaves place for errors, the already existing data can be
sent from Visma/Proceedo to the ERP-system.

To realize this would mean:

Central Procurement
- Assign a reference group that should help the users.
- The purchase staff should in an active way show how e-Order in Proceedo is made out in

the districts. Remember that data and IT-knowledge differs between the users!
- Agreements and documents should be easy to download, no paper documents should be

offered.
- Accessibility, functionality and “user-friendliness” should be the cornerstones to adjust

the interface and the structure. As a user, you want to find what you’re looking for easily
and receive clear information; you also want to be able to come in contact with those who
work at Central Procurement and are responsible for agreements.



In order to persuade the purchaser to always make the purchases through Visma/Proceedo, the
following points should be considered:

- Simplifying all the processes in the chain will result in large time savings.
- Correct and already validated information that follows the whole way from Purchase to

Payment.
- The dialogue around the order, the invoice accounting, control and attest becomes

smaller because Schenker can reach automated processes in the whole chain from
Purchase to Payment.

- There is no longer a need for manual controls of data that is already validated and correct.
The errors become fewer and the handling time is shortened which gives more time for
the core activity.

The Accounts Payable staff’s future work would mean:
- No manual registration would be needed.
- Accounts Payable would receive access to all the supplier invoices that exist in every

system.
- Whoever is in charge for the order or service should take care of the contacts at error-

handling. The anomalies should be handled where they occur, i.e. at the source.

6.1 Recommendation

Schenker can increase its profitability, despite conjuncture, by focusing on internal processes
that Schenker can affect. My analysis shows how Schenker can decrease its costs and make it
easier for the co-workers to co-operate better, by using IT and the e-Commerce system
Visma/Proceedo more than they are today.

To realize the P2P study’s purpose, a project should start immediately. The project should have
the objective to conduct several activities at once during a year, for instance:
- Migrate Palette/Baltzar into Visma/Proceedo
- Prepare Visma/Proceedo with the changes necessary to be able to intake Palette/Baltzars

suppliers.
- Create Workshops/seminars/education to improve cooperation between the users,

Visma/Proceedo and Central Procurement.
- Start a dialogue with the users out in the organization – e-Commerce doesn’t have to reflect

their current way of ordering – find a common way!
- Invest in EDI by connecting the largest and most important suppliers.
- Make sure that Tractor/Lorry (internal settlements cross boarders) starts a pilot project.

The first choice of P2P processes for Schenker should always be Visma/Proceedo, since
Visma/Proceedo is more effective and covers both purchasing and invoicing. The second choice
should be EDI. With EDI one gets the same automated process and control since Schenker and
the suppliers are in agreement. Instead of scanning invoices and manually register and code the
invoices with G/L Account, Order or Job number, it is possible to automate the entire invoice
handling process through getting the invoices straight into Schenker’s systems from already
known suppliers.
The electronic process is faster, eliminates the manual “touch”, reduces processing errors,
eliminates paper processing, reduces failed payments and penalty interest, and also improves
supplier relations. There is an expected efficiency gain in terms of system integration, which
means that e-Invoices can be more easily or even automatically reconciled with purchase orders
and deliveries. Overall, increased visibility and transparency of transactions are important



benefits. Schenker has a golden opportunity to make the process flow more efficiently and affect
the profitability: Get more for less.

Order savings 120 000 orders*40 % = 48 000

48 000*129 = 6 192 000:-SEK    560 870 €

1. Process chart I: Schenker Åkeri scanned invoice (Baltzar/Palette)    227 250 €

2. Process chart II.b. Carriers, Cross border scanned invoice (CIEL) 1 820 775 €

3. Process chart V. Railog scanned invoices (CIEL)      54 680 €

4. Process chart VII. Air and Ocean freights (Procars)                                    1 339 450 €

Total Process Savings                                 = 4 003 025 €



ATTACHMENT 1:1 Schenker Products and Schenker Sweden (Year 2007)
(www.dbschenker.com)

Products

Schenker offers European land transports, as well as ocean and airfreight and associated services
all over the world.

One stop shopping - Schenker is the natural choice!

Schenker can offer anything you might require within the transportation and logistics field under
the same roof - in total over 50 products and services, apart from transportation only,
consultation, environmental sound logistics and E-business solutions.

Schenker’s logistics network makes it possible to gather knowledge, experience and ideas from
all parts of the world. This meets the demands from clients and community. The network also
gives the possibility to combine different ways of transport i.e. truck, ship, airplane and train – to
create logistics solutions with the best possible balance between economical and environmental
demands. It often shows that the logistics solutions that best meet the demands for a sustainable
development are the most cost efficient. This is the basis for all our work – locally and globally.



Schenker Sweden

• Turnover SEK 14 billion (8% of Schenker’s total
turnover)
• 3,800 employees
• 4,000 load-carriers
• 300 associated haulage companies with 7,000
employees
• Approximately 23.5 million freight and parcel
consignments per year
• (around 90,000 consignments per day)
• Handles almost 68,400 sea and air consignments per
year = air freight 13,700 tones and sea freight 29,787 teus
(teus = twenty-foot equivalent units = 20-foot containers)
• World-class third-party logistics with a focus on
warehouse handling
• Customized transport networks for customers with
special needs
• Consulting activities for logistics on a tactical and
strategic level

(Year 2007)





Attachment 1:2 Cost savings depending on way of invoicing

1Schenker AB, HQ Procurement – Björn Eriksson

Cost savings depending on way of invoicing at Schenker Sweden

Tool Manual SAP/EIH* Proceedo** Proceedo

Time saving 0% 50% 65.00% 100%

Unit
Paper 

invoice
Scanned 
invoice

Electronic 
invoice

Invoice with 
matching

Manual processing time 
per invoice

Minutes
41 21 14 0

Internal cost per hour EUR 38,08 26,16 13,20 9,16 0.00

External cost per invoice EUR 0 0,50 0,19 0,19

SAP Workflow license EUR 0 0,16 0 0

Total cost / invoice (EUR) 26,16 13,86 9,35 0,19

Difference compared 
to paper invoice

(EUR) 0,00 -12,31 -16,82 -25,97

Difference compared 
to scanned invoice

(EUR) 
12,31 0,00 -4,51 -13,67

* EIH = Electronic Invoice Handling
** This alternative is faster than to work with a scanned invoice. For example the cost account is decided already when the order is placed.
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